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To the Editor:
This is in reply to Elaine Hochman's hopelessly muddled
letter in your January 1982 issue. Ms. Hochman discusses
many people, events, and issues that as far as I can see
have little to do with an evaluation of Albert Speer, either
as an architect or as a political figure. Most of the
questions she raises are dedt with at some length in my
Architecture cnd Politics in Germnny, 1918-1915
(Cambridge, Mass., 1968). But I do feel compelled to
reiterate a few points from that book in connection with
Ms. Hochman's bewildering comparison of Gropius, Mies,
and Speer.

During the first year of the Nazi regime, when official
culturd policy still was-or at least appeared to be-in
the process of evolution, Wdter Gropius, Martin Wagne4
and many others tried to bring Goebbels and Wendland
around to their way of thinking-to sponsorship of the
Modern Movement. They were not "seeking
commissions"; they were trying to influence an entire
policy. When they failed, they left. To equate their brief
and dangerous effort, however misguided it may appear in
retrospect, with Speer's lasting and ardent devotion to
Hitler, is, to say the least, bizarre. As to Mies, I don't know
why he remained in Germany three years longer than
Gropius did, and Ms. Hochman hasn't enlightened me,
here or elsewhere. To equate Mies' willingness to stay a
little longer (or inability to leave?) with Speer's eager
exercise of unique power in the Nazi war effort is, at best,
illogical. I guess Ms. Hochman must be right-historians
haven't yet succeeded in setting the record straight about
these matters. But at least we keep trying.

Barbara Miller Lane

To the Editor:
The inherent ironies in Ms. Miller Lane's article on Albert
Speer (Sleyline, December '8I) demand a response.
Slcyline's smart juxtaposition of this article with one on
Albert Mayer is useful. When Ms. Lane implies that the
selling of the architect's own "soul . . . for the commission

2l The White House
26 Review of Victoria de Grazia's The Culture of Consent
28 Review of Roland Barthes' Catnera Luci.dn '
30 Dateliner March'82

to do a great building" is simply the practice of a Nazi
architect, we just have to turn our head to the right-hand
page and read that a "quality" architect like Mayer
designed "luxury apartment buildings" on Central Park
South, colonialist schemes for Chandigarh, or nuclear,
familyoriented "greenbelt towns," obviously drawn with
his "principles of humane architecture."

Furthermore, if by association we are led to believe that
the characteristics of Nazi (and other) architecture of
"extreme axiality and centrality, exaggerated emphasis on
the apparent thickness of the walls" are signs of evil, do
we have to make parallel conclusions when confronted with
current trends, documented elsewhere in Slcyline, that use
similar principles?

It might be useful to hear from Ms. Lane on the different
stand on crass conflicts and the shortcomings of the system
expressed by contemporary architects, who I am sure are
found busy at the picket lines, demonstrations, canvasses,
or denouncing injustice wherever found. Or does she
propose that refusal to cooperate with a system comes
magically, only in widely publicized war exterminations?

Ms. Lane should have offered new insights on the
stereotypical composition of the victims of the Holocaust,
an event that was for so long monopolized as a totally
Jewish plight. As we know today, the victims of the Nazi
concentration camps included religious and political
dissidents (communists in particular); gypsies and vagrants;
the so-called criminal elements (prostitutes among them)
and homosexuals. Ms. Lane's omission proves once more
that the conspiracy of silence and the callous indifference
to injustice attributed to Albert Speer are still alive today.
David Fernbach, in his book The Men With The Pink
Trfungle, referring to the Nazi homophobic persecution,
states that "The contempt to our fellow humans, and
social discrimination, is the same as it was 30 or 50 years
ago."

Amerigo Marras
International Union of Gay Architects
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Times

Ada Louise Huxtable in Perspeetive

Sunnne $ephens

Three significant figures emerged in the relatively
unacknowledged field of architecture criticism between the
years 1890 and 1980: Montgomery Schuyler (l84il-1914),
Lewis Mumford (born 1895), and Ada louise Huxtable
(born l92l). Montgomery Schuyler published regularly in
Architectural Record, from its inception in l89l to his
death in 1914. Lewis Mumford wrote the "Skyline"
columns for The New Yorker between l93l and 1963. Ada
Louise Huxtable is known as the "first" firll-time critic of
architecture to be hired by a newspaper, The New York
Times, where she wrote extensively on the subject from
llb3 to her retirement in January 1982.

By the values and attitudes they espoused, by the modes of
critical analysis they employed, and by their own personal
writing "style," they were to consolidate the position of
the architecture critic in their particular mediums.
Concomitant with this stature was a "power" they had,
one that owed a great deal to the various audiences for its
impact, but that depended much more on their special
contributions for its "weight." Ada Louise Huxtable's
power base at The Times cannot be denied; however, much
of her power was strengthened because of the way she
judiciously and courageously used it, A look at her
prodigious output at The Times since l95l the year she
began writing for the newspaper on a freelance basis,
impresses one by its sheer quantity. As now summarized in
Ada Loui.se Huxtable: An Annotated Bibliography edited
by Lawrence Wodehouse (Garland Publishing, Inc., l98I),
that number ranged between 33 and 6l articles a year.

As critics, Huxtable, Schuyler, and Mumford functioned as

commentators close to the architectural phenomena they
observed. Since they all were linked to monthly, weekly,

and daily publications, and to the commercial world
instead of the academic one, they had less of the
advantage enjoyed by architectural historians and
theoreticians-the perspective, or critical distance, and
sense of reflection that added time allows. Furthermore,
none of these commcntators came to the field as practicing
architects who saw the world in the terms of a formulated
architectural orientation.

Yet, while two had a strong literary background (Schuyler

and Mumford) and the third (Huxtable) was an art
historian, none of the three criticized architecture
primarily from literary or aesthetic points of view. If
anything, their writings were distinctive due to their
inclusion of technical and functional concerns in their
discussions. Huxtable, like Mumford, made social concerns
a part of her purview. Her philosophical roots,
pragmatically based and positivist in orientation, are

impbrtant Her insistence on judging a building only after
beioming thoroughly acquainted with the legal, economic,
and political constraints ihat shaped its form as much as

the architect's pencil, has placed her writing in a special
category.

Because of her strong urban orientation, she has helped
promulgate the recognition of architecture as a part of the
surrounding physical context. The time in which she was

writing made- this perspective particularly meaningfirl:
Urban development had torn apart entire sections of
downtowns in-the name of modernism, replacing a fragile
architectural heritage with deadening monolithic hulks.
Historians and theorists were publishing treatises on the
need for architecr to desicn "contextually" at the same

time Huxtable was stimula"ting the growth of a body of
opinion in the public realm that would be receptive to
those ideas.

In the same sense her many articles on preservation-not
just historic buildings, but the urban ensembles that-give a

biw itr character-were to promote a sensibility to the
character and quality of urban places. When architects
began to call foi "historically allusive" new architecture,
thJir arguments would mesh quite well with the values
implicit-in her own writing. Huxtable's constant vigilance
ab6ut the weaknesses of zoning legislation in maintaining
the beneficial characteristics of the urban setting has been

crucial in her writing as it has been singular in
architectural criticism.

A critic working on the staff of a periodical or newsPaPer

cannot avoid the problem of subject matter, The critic
must cover what is "topicd," and the content of the

critique-even when addressing larger concerns-can be
limited by "content" of the architectural work. Buildings
that emhody in a nutshell all the great issues of the
moment don't come along every day. Nor are there awful
but important buildings available for dissection all the
time. Huxtable's "tell-it-like-it-is" way of panning a
building or development was extraordinarily incisive. Thus
Huxtable's lethally epigrammatic phrasing about the
Kennedy Center (1971)-"It is a cross between a concrete
candy box and a marble sarcophagus in which the art of
architecture lies buried"-would leave t}re readers
impatient for more.

Similarly, "The Trashing of Fifth Avenue" (1976)
excoriated the "mutilation" of the street caused by the
Olympic Tower. "The Pathetic Fallacy" (1979) lambasted
new apartment house schemes on Fifth Avenue by Ulrich
Franzen & Associates and Philip Johnson and John
Burgee Architects for "believing in the principle that if
you are going to put an out-of-scale, out-of-context,
discordant structure into a setting where it will be
damaging or destructive, you can make it less so by
"recalling' or 'extracting' the essence of details of the
surrounding older architecture." Yet such writing by
Huxtable seems to have occured with less frequency in the
last seven or eight years and a mellower outlook has
permeated her recent criticism.

But, while the embracing of the most accomplished efforts
of modernism was understandable in the late 1!X0s and
early '70s, it has been less so in the last part of the '70s.
As architects have begun to question the espousal of
abstracted a-scalar surfaces and planes, of structure and
technique as determinants of form, and the emphasis on
plan and circulation at the sacrifice of the elevation,
clearly a new system of values is in the air. Their
eontextual and historicist values and attitudes have been
reinforced, if not shaped, by Huxtable's own earlier
attention to the value of urban settings, places, and past
architectural endeavors.

Huxtable's cautionary tone regarding the newer efforts
and her insistence that modern architecture is not dead
cannot be argued. Her clarification of issues affecting
architects at a time of confusion, ambiguity, and change is
necessary. But her hesitation to take hold of the newly
emerging values and attitudes and see how they should
affect her own critical approach vis-i-vis ongoing
modernist (and "post-modernist") efforts leaves one
disappointed.

How should a critic be judged? One paradoxical answer is
to say that the critic is liked according to how well she or
he hates, and disliked according to how badly he or she

Iikes. This simplified statement of course is not altogether
true.

In assessing Montgomery Schuyler, William Jordy and
Ralph Coe (American Architecture and Other Writings,
Atheneum, 196l) say that the "creative" critic must
"possess an esthetic philosophy relevant to the production
of his world," a philosophy that leads him to the most
"creative produclion" of this world. But they also bring
up the question that is "crucial at revolutionary moments
in the arts": "Can his philosophy embrace the new vision"
and transform itself accordingly? They feel that Schuyler's
ultimately could not, and this appraisal might prove true
of Ada Louise Huxtable's judgment as well.

Time will tell. You don't stop reading a good critic because

he or she differs in opinion from your own bias' You read

the critic for his or her range and depth of perceptions

and for being able to articulate the insights you were

coming to yourself (or thought you were). You-read a uitic
for thJprinciples he or she discerns and how he or she

applies those principles to particular cases-. You--read a

criiic for the reservoir of ideas stored up that allows him to
frame an argument to judge and evaluate an architectural
work. You alio read a critic for the way the argument is

presented and, of course, for the style in which it is

written. This is why we have read Huxtable.

But inevitably the critic will be judged on the.architecture
he or she likes and dislikes-immediately and over time.
The evaluation of the specific situation tests whether a

critic's efforts can change, improve, or strengthen various

efforts and effect reality.

Clearly Huxtable's assessments of urban design-issues,
preservation problems, and blockbuster overbuilding have

Lad a serioui effect in changing the environment. Her
mode of analysis, emphasizing the many difficult
constraints, culturd ind social forces affecting the art of
architecture has been equally significant. The principles,
values, and attitudes Huxtable espoused, and the

courageous and straightforward way she went about it
madeier pres€nce oiTh, Iirnes immensely valuable.

Without the interest she has generated about architecture
and the example her writing has set, other publications,
such as Sbyliie, would not exist. Her absence will be
seriously fitt. ttre architecture critic for The Times, Paul
Goldbeieer, a critic with different enthusiasms, has much
expectedoi him. When tle question "Can he be 'another
Acia Louise Huxtable'?" is aiked, there is more to the
ouestion than it sounds: She has established a standard of
chticism-and created a myt}, so to speak-that made it
hard for even Ada Louise to live up to. Now Goldberger
has to try.

Ada Louise Huxnble and Wallace Harrison at the opening
of a show of his work; the Institute for Architecture and
Urban Studies, December, 1979. (photo: Dorothy
Alexander)

A fondness for strongly geometrical, stnrcturally
expressive modernist design that Ada Louise Huxtable has

always shown allowed her to "go soft" on some buildings
that her faithful (and ever judgmental) readers expected
her to take apart. In fact, during the latter part of the
19?0s, Huxtable seemed to be liking more of the buildings
and urban design projects she was reviewing. Her
endorsements oT Eli Attia's projected design for 101 Park
Avenue (1979) and Der Scutt's scheme for the Trump
Tower at 57th and Fifth (1979) were two rude surprises,
since the projects promised to violate t}re ideals regarding
context, scale, and design guality that Huxtable had been
vehemently defending.

Huxtable's enthusiasms and antipathies have been well
argued-and unpredictable enough-to keep the
audience interested in her opinion. One major exception to
this unpredictability, of course, has been her reviews of
I.M. Pei's work. Almost every building by I.M. Pei &
Partners published in The Thnes has received praise from
Huxtable, from the Everson Museum (l!b8) to the White
Museum (1973); the Dallas City Hall (1970, to the East
Wing of the National Gallery (1978), and the Kennedy
Library (1919).
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Architects lament buildings-the great buildings that have
been torn down; those that were never built. Some
architects still cannot look at Hood and Howells' Chicago
Tribune Tower without regretting Eliel Saarinen's second-
place entry in that landmart'1922 eompetition. In Los
Angeles, many architects cannot hear about progress on
the $1.2-billion, mixed-use Bunker Hill project-won by a
design team headed by Canadian architect Arthur
Erickson-without missing the second-place Maguire
Partners entry designed by Cesar Pelli, Charles Moore,
Lawrence Halprin, Frank Gehry Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer,
Ricardo Legorreta, Barton Myers, Deborah Sussman, and
notable others.

The Los Angeles Community Redevelopment Agency
(CRA), who called the competition for the development of
a prime Il.2-billion acre downtown site in 1979, chose the
Erickson scheme two summers ago- The CRA conceded in
the choosing that the Maguire proposal was a close second

-well ahead of the three other proposals. But it was
financially weaker than the Erickson scheme, which was
backed by a strong consortium of developers, including
Cadillac Fairview of Canada.

After the decision there were occasional rumors that
negotiations betryeen the hard-driving developers and the
CRA were rocky, and that negotiations mightcollapse.
Indeed, talks lasted nearly a year longer than anticlpated,
but the union between th; L,{. City eouncil and Bunker'
Hill fusociates was consummated this January.
Construetion of the project will proceed in thiee phases, to
last the rest of the decade.

The document itself-reputed to be one of the most
complex in real estate history - gives the developers
leaseholds on city-owned land for a project as monumental
as New York's Rockefeller Center. There will be 3.5 million
s.f. of retail space; five acres of plaza, including a 20Gfoot-
diameter amphitheater; a cineplex of 12 movie tleaters,
and more. As a condition of the original competition, all
developers agreed to build a 100,00Gs.-f. museum of
contemporary art (gratis to the city: $20,000,000 to the
developers). In a collateral selection of architects, Japanese
architect fuata Isozaki was chosen to design the museum;
his scheme will be presented in late March.

Despite the agreement and the grandness of the scale,
rumors persist: the cautious are not bullish on spec office
space coming onto the market in late 1985 or '86-
especially if that space does not have the advance
commitment of a major tenant. Erickson's California
Plaza, as it is called, does not. Those who are pessimistic
about the whole project are necessarily pessimistic about
gg1pletion of the museum. Certainly the target date of the
1984 Olympics, given the delays so far, is already dubious.
Nonetheless, the January signing commits the project to an
optimistic start. In late March Erickson's L.A. office will
present a refined version of the original scheme.

One hardly wants to break the goodwill and honeymoon
cheer necessary for the success of such an ambitious
project-and one pivotal for downtown L.A.-but certain
features of the plans present some cause for sobriety.
fuguments about what makes a city a city are perennial,
a-nd Los Angeles, with its casual sprawl, has always raised
the- question of w-hether_or not a city lacking urbinity is
trullurban. California Plaza seemsio be li['e Los Arigeles
in its forthright ambiguity. The five acres of plaza, lefi
over by the highrise "footprints," wash through the
project with only a vague relationship to the existing street

grid. The project sits on an Lshaped site of three
consolidated downtown blocks, and lines one major avenue
(Olive) with a hard-edge of condominiums, softll
programmed at the street with lobbies. On Grand Avenue,
open plazas alternate with blank museum walls or bank
lobbies, none of which can sustain a pedestrian's intenest

-d-oyn 
th9 avenue (a sunken sculpture court is the only real

"place"). At a larger scale, however, the project does-give
a center to L.A. by its critical mass alone. Its tower will be
the keystone of the new L.A. skyline.

That critical mass is complemented by even more
development in adjacent or nearby projects. The same
Maguire Partners who lost the Bunker Hill competition has
under construction, across the street from California Plaza,
a restaurant pavilion and a two-tower (54. and 4,,l.story)
office complex, by the San Francisco office of Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill. Next door, Welton Becket Associates has
designed another (27-story) tower that, like the two Crocker
Center towers, is faced in granite and has acutely angled
corners; together, the three towers form a visual unit.
Down the street, A.C. Martin fusociates has finished a

the highrise's base, and gives the insubstantial tower the
detail, decoration, colo4 and weight inherent in the
marble. The almost pharaonic hall is certainly one of the
best of L.A.'s few urban spaces.

The Wells Fargo atrium and the Crocker Center restaurant
pavilion, fronted with shops, do give this newest section of
downtown L.A some direct street support. But with 7 to 9
million s.f. (depending on which buildings are counted)
underway or imminent, there will only be a total of twenty-
five stores facing directly on the street. Much of the

impressive from the freewav.
L.A. will be Manhattanized'
yet- at least at the
ikyline, if not at
the avenue.
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James Stirling, Michael Vilford & Associates.
the Fogg Museurn, Haraard Unioersity, 198L

Largescale developments in LA. and
N.Y.C. and no development in Cambridge
are all causing debate, discussion, md
dissent.

Porhnan $ill Pending
On Thursday, Febraury ll, Federal District Court Judge
Kevin T. Duffy came down on the side of the big wheels.
He dismissed the preservationist lawyers' accusations that
the Portman forces had used political influence in
obtaining a quick-a+a-wink Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) for the Morosco Theater. Judge Duffy rejected the
arguments and said that they were based on "unfounded
speculation." The November l98l decision of the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation, the Judge ruled, "was
not tainted by White House pressure."

Judge Duffy, it would seem, used a very broad sweep of
the hand to dismiss these preservationist allegations. The
National Resources Defense Council lawyers had sworn
affidavits from several members and employees of the
Council, which stated clearly that Lyn Nofziger and James
Watt made telephone calls to Council members and said,
in as many words, that "either the Council rolls over on
the Portman or it is out of business tomorrow." If that
isn't pressure, what is?

Demolition was stayed under Judge Duffy's ruling pending
appeal. On Thursday, February l8-as this issue went to
press-Federal Appeals Court in Manhattan agreed to
hear the preservationist case for a new injunction on
Tuesday, February 23. "We have serious charges," said
Bruce Terris, the lawyer who has headed the theaters'
defense, "and they are being considered seriously by the
court." It appears likely that demolition of the theaters
would be forestalled until at least the end of February;
another action was issued in State Court that also blocked
demolition.

other news relating to the Portman: Ken Halpern,
New York City's longtime director of Midtown Planning,
who did much to shepherd the Portman Project through
the city bureaucracy, has a new job: he'll be project
manager for a new hotel in Hong Kong-a hotel that is
being built by the Portman Organization. . . . The Pofiman
has the largest Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG)
ever awarded: $22.5 million. HUD recently announced that
the Action Grants program will be continued through fiscal
year 1983, after which time the $44(lmillion program will
disappear into an urban development block grant as part
of the President's New Federalism. HUD also announced
that it would try to strengthen UDAG in the last year of its
existence by making sure that grants were not awarded to
projects that could have been funded completely by private
capital. One wonders whether a SGstory, 202Groom
convention hotel on Broadway between 45th and 45th
Streets would be funded under the new HUD regs.

-Hrrgh Cosman

St. Bart's Appnoval

Bishop Paul Moore, Jr., of the Episcopalian Diocese of
New York has approved the scheme for the leasing of Iand
for construction of the St. Bart's tower that will supplant
its community house (see Skyline, November 198I, p. 6;
December, p. 3; and February 1982, p.4). Since Bishop
Moore has the last word on behalf of the clients,
presumably St. Bartholomew's Church will now take the
Edward Durell Stone Associates design to the New York
City Landmarks Preservation Commission for a Certificate
of Appropriateness. There are indications that the
certificate will be denied, but the hearings will be hot and
heavy.
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Eleni Constarrtine

Harvard University President Derek Bok threw the art
world into an uproar by canceling construction of a long-
planned $I6.$million addition to the University's Fogg
Museum, which functions both as Harvard's fine arts
department and a public museum. fuchitecture lost big as
well: the addition was designed by British architects James
Stirling, Michael Wilford & Associates, in association with
Perry, Dean, Stahl & Rogers. Indeed, an immediate and
unanimous outcry against the administration's action from
longtime supporters of the arts at Harvard, as well as

scholars and museum officials around the country has
made clear that Harvard has lost not only a major work of
architecture and a much-needed teaching and museum
faciliry but a great deal of credibility as well. Many think
it will undercut Harvard's future fundraising efforts and its
traditional preeminance in the fine arts field.

The decision made Bok and the University's governing
Corporation was unanimously condemned by the Harvard
Overseers' Visiting Committee to the Fogg, a distinguished
group of some thirty-five museum officials and benefactors
with major responsibility for the direction and planning of
the Fogg.

According to the Visiting Committee, millions of dollars
pledged to the addition have already been withdrawn
following Bok's decision; the Fogg claims that $ll million
in contributions will have to be returned to donors who
earmarked it for the new facility. Furthermore, Harvard's
main capital fund drive stands to lose substantial
contributions from patrons outraged by the sudden
cancellation. The Visiting Committee's denunciation of
Bok's action as economically unsound and culturally
insensitive certainly seems justified in light of the puzzling
and inadequate justifications offered for the decision. On
February 2, Bok explained t}rat although almost the entire
sum needed to build and maintain the new wing had been
pledged, the University's governing Corporation feared
cost overruns during construction and questioned the
adequacy of the funds dlocated for maintaining the
addition in the near future.

The administration's attitude seems incomprehensible: the
Committee, the Fogg staff, the Fine Arr Department, and
Stirling proceeded with great deliberation in order to

minimize these risks. As Bok admits, financial support is
not a problem at present; the project hasleen generously
supported by such art patrons as Arthur Sackler (who
reportedly gave $7.9 million) the lGesge, IGess, and
Lehman foundations; and Committee members. Why
cancel such a well-planned and generously funded project
at the last minute on the basis of such vague threar? The
Corporation's claimed fear of repeating its mistal<es in the
recent building of a Medical Area Total Energy Plant
(MATEP), which exceeded original cost estimates of E50
million by about $180 million and aroused steadfast
opposition from the Cambridge community.

Furthermore, earlier this year, the Corporation pressed on
the Fogg the idea of a limited, one-time sale of Fogg art
works to finance the maintenance costs of the addition.
The suggestion, adopted by the Fogg with the utmost
reluctance, was decried by the New York-based Association
of Art and Museum Directors. Bok now cites the
Association's disapproval of this particular fundraising
maneuver to show that fundraising for the addition cannot
proceed at all. Compared with the medical plant, relatively
miniscule and uncertain cost increases are cited by the
Corporation as determinants-a possible rise in brick
cost's, a request by Stirling for some $100,000 more in fees.

In the wake of Bok's decision, it became clear to most
observers that the administration has no faith in Stirling,
or in the committee that selected him after a one-year
search on the basis of his extensive track record with
university buildings in the U.K. and the U.S. George
Putnam, Corporation treasurer, attacked Stirling's
"general attitude," stating that the administration did not
feel Stirling could complete the project within the budget.
Supporters of the Fogg expansion feel this finding is
particularly outageous, considering the consisterrt and
ielatively successful efforts of the architect and Fogg
representatives to meet the increasingly restrictive
budgetary demands of the administration during the two
years since the project was initially approved. Almost as

outrageous are the administration's statements that some

"more practical" addition to the Fogg will be built within
the nexi few years. Planned by whom? With what funds?

Once bitten, rwice shy-it's doubtful that the Fogg or the
Visiting Committee will be willing to put their own
prestig; and credibility on the line to plan and fundraise
again.

Fogg rolls in again: fu this issue went to press the latest
word is that Harvard University president Derek Bok may
reinstate plans to build the Fogg museum addition.
Harvard is currently talking to donors who will cover costs
of building as well as projected deficits. -Ed.

Fogg Off in C,ambridge N[.Y.C. tlpdate
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L,artrencc Kutnicki

Tissot:
1982. Lawrence Kutnicki

Peter L. Donhauser

Thehandsome installation at the Jewish Museum of
160 biblical illustrations by J. James Tissot completed
between 1885 and 1902 raises serious questions about the
nature of exhibition design, especially in our so-called post-
modern, historicist climate. The exhibition's curator is
Norman L. Kleeblatt; the installation is by architects
Lynne Breslin, Dale Furman, and David Zung.

The Tissot installation is organized en suite, referring to
the narrative and geography of the Hebrew Bible. One
enters, beneath a cantilevered trellis, into the first room,
which represents the Garden of Eden and the pre-Egypt
period. The major wall of this deep-forest-green room is an
imposing three-dimensional abstraction of an Egyptian
temple facade that forms the entry into the second room,
where the Bondage in the Land of Egypt is depicted in a
series of paintings.

To the left, two formidable square columns form a gateway
into the third room, which deals with the Children of
Is-rael's_passage through the Red Sea and their forty years

'cif wandering in the Wilderness. Both the second and third
rooms are painted a stone ochre. At the far end of this
room-which is, appropriately, more of a large corridor-
one passes to either side of a wall into a fourth, earthen-

led, large,_square room, in which paintings illustrating the
Promised Land are displayed. In the centir of this fin-al
room, portrayals of the hophets are hung on tle four
sides of eagh of four square columns supporting a square
qergola, This form becomes the spatial-and perhaps also
the spiritual-center of the exhibition, referring
architecturally to the expository activity of the Prophets.
Finally, furth6ring the ailusionio a boudoir o. 

" 
,"iorr,

yon_de1fully evocative "Egyptoid" furniture, most of it by
Carlo Bugatti (l85Gl94O), has been carefully placed
in the center of each of the two middle rodriiand
along the periphery of the last. Most of this late Victorian
furniture was designed and built in Italy durins the same
period that Tissot lompleted these illusirationJThe
installation reflects a critical stance that is serious, yet
distinctly satirical. The underlying criticism in the design

concerns the "proper" place for the 160 narrative
paintings, in light of Tissot's view of the Near East
through a Victorian lens. Illustrating a consciousness about
the use and reuse of historical images and motifs, the
placement of an exhibition in a "landscape" of Victorian
salons, gardens, and ancient Egyptian architecture makes
the point. At the same time, history is relegated to a
cartoon-like recollection of abstracted tableaus. Perhaps
Tissot performed these same transformations less
consciously in creating his biblical illustrations. The
pseudo-Egyptian furniture, beautiful as it is, becomes an
unfortunat! metaphor for a superficial infatuation,
both with Eglptians and with ihe Victorian period.

All of the layers of commentary implied in the installation
subtly point to Tissot's less-than-prominent position in late
nineteenth-century art. The installation further suggests
that Tissot's schoiarship-in spite of his adventurous tour
of the then-primarily unexcavated Near East-remains
somewhat imperfect, if not wholly interpretive. Thus the
installation, often delightful and playful, presents an
uneasy synthesis of intent: it is evocative of a Victorian
vernacular while presenting anecdotal information
incidental to the illustrations; yet it implicitly criticizes
Tissot's reductive borrowing of imagery bel6nging to an
epoch and place removed from his owri nineteenth-century
European experience.

present-day designers are viewing the late.nineteenth-
century European observer's views of ancient biblical times
through his own nineteenth-century perspective of the
Near East. In the end, the probleni of the exhibition is the
strength of the installation-for it diverts our attention
away from the works themselves-which are rich in
allusions-to the manner in which the artifacts are shown.

lewish Museum by Lynne Breskn, Daoi.d.

here LS One

The designs of Robert Adam, eighteenth-century architect
and designer, are being extensively presented to the public
for the first time in this country. An exhibit at the Cooper-
Hewitt Museum until April I I unfolds various facets of this
Scottish builder's unique accomplishments with actual
pieces of furniture, as well as photographs and drawings
of wall decorations, furniture, silverware, and bui-ldings. In
conjunction with the exhibition, a day-long symposium
sponsored by the Royal Oak Foundation was held on
Saturday, January 23, at Christie's Auction House,
featuring lectures by Adam scholars and furniture experts
from England and the United States.

Robert Adam (1728-1792) was among the first British
architects to "rediscover" and incorporate the great
variety of classical motifs into his design. Although he
worked amost exclusively in England, nowhere did the
classical aspect of Adam's style become more influential
than in the United States, where it was popularly
translated into what is now called "the Federal style."
Adam himself never came to America-and only i few
wealthy American "gentlemen architects" traveied to
England-but Adam's own treatise, The Worlcs in
Architecture of Robert and, James Adam (1773\, and
architecture manuals such as fuher Benjamin's The
American Build.er's Companion; William Pain's lie
Practical House Carpente7 and, Owen Biddle's The Young
Carpenter's Assistant exhibited his designs and forms to
American builders who then adapted Adam's details to
their own particular needs. There was one notable
exception in their knowledge of Adam's work: color.
William Pierson, the architectural historian, postulates that
because most Adam designs were made known to
Americans through books and manuals, all the American
architects saw were the linear contours of decorations,
which lacked the proper color scheme.

Thus Adam-style buildings in America became notable for
exteriors of two-dimensional linearity and geometric
simplicity, such as Samuel Mclntire Gardner's Pingree
House of 1805 in Salem, Massachusetts. In England,
however, Adam's style was distinguished by the
adventurous synthesis-in the interior-of colors, shapes,
and various motifs from antiquity and the Renaissance.
Adam's neoclassical exteriors weie not entirely new, relying
in part on earlier examples by Colin Campbell, Lord
Burlington and William Kent, who also had borrowed from
Palladian motifs. Adam's interiors, however, were freer of a
rigid dependence on tradition. With creative candor, Adam
experimented in both the decorative and planning aspects
of building, but he kept the language of classicism itself-
that is, the orders and the proportions. Adam reinterpreted
and expanded on the meaning of classicism.

The show at the Cooper-Hewitt, curated by Elaine Evans
Dee and David Revere McFadden, portrays how Adam
went about this. Pilasters embellished with nontraditional
scrolled patterns frame bookcases. A coffered, Pantheon-
inspired half-dome crowns a hall chimney piece. In
addition, Adam infused many of his designs with
Renaissance grotesquerie and mythological figures, such as
sphinxes, unicorns, griffins, and centaurs. His ceiling
drawings for Mamhead House in Devonshire, which he
submitted from 1769 until the 1780s, but which were never
realized, are particularly stunning in their combination of
these motifs within a colored geometrical framework.

Beyond the decoration itself, Adam considered the
character of the room in relation to its application, For
example, he believed that statues were appropriate for
dining rooms and halls, yet he adorned private rooms with
tapestries. This notion of coordinating the design of a
room viith its function also extended to Adam's planning.
The proper placement and disposition of rooms in a horlse
had been a particular concern of French architects and
theoreticians in the 175& and may, in fact, have influenced
Adam's thinking. In any case, his'willingness to
experiment with room shapes marked another departure
from the more rigid symmetry of his Palladian
predecessors.

James-Adam-was primarily a draftsman, and played a
secondary role in the execution of his brother-s designs.
Robert Adam's father, William Adam, was an architect of
some note who introduced the younger Adam to the
profession between l74li and 1748, when the elder Adam
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J. James Tiseot: Biblical PaintiDgE opened at the
Jewish Museum February l0 and will be on view until May
9,1982. The curator of the exhibition is Norman L.
Kleeblatt; the installation was designed by Lynne Breslin,
Dale Furman, and David Zung.

Robert

Robert Adam and His Style is at the Cooper-Hewitt
Museum through April ll. The curators are Elaine Evans
Dee and David Revere McFadden.

The 75th Annivercary of the Moryan Ubrary
Building was at the Pierpont Morgan Library from
November l0th, I9Bl to February 7th,1982, McKim,
Mead & Whiteos New York was at the Urban Center
from January lSth to February 12,1982.

Peter L. Ilonhauser

McKim, organ
(photo: Ezra Stoller/ESTO)

The number of completed buildings in the United States
by the firm of McKim, Mead & White is immense, even by
today's standards-close to one thousand in all. For many
other architects practicing at the turn of the century such
prolific success was unheard of. Some of this work was the
subject of two recent exhibitions, one at the Pierpont
Morgan Library, the other at the Municipal Arts Society.

Library, New York; l%)2.

In contrast to the precision of the Morgan show, what
should have been a broad and comprehensive examination
of New York's McKim, Mead & White structures on view
at the Municipal Arts Society spaces in the Urban Center
was instead a haphazard, careless, and tacky display of
large photographs. The title of the presentation set the
toni with the somewhat awkward proclamation: "McKim,
Mead & White-Lost, Damaged, Restored, and
. . . There!" But after this, the first photograph with which

the visitor was presented was that of a lamppost in front of
Low Memorial Library at Columbia University. The label
below the photo read "low Memorial Library." There was
no mention - Iet alone a drawing or a photo - of the great
planning and design scheme the firm had undertaken for
ihe university. Of course, the introductory text of the
exhibit warned us about such disappointments: "If we

missed your favorite building, don't cry go visit." Fine.
But is ii not a reasonable assumption to expect a show like
this to bring together at least some photographs of the
architects' major works? Perhaps it would have been better
if the organizers of the exhibit had limited themselves to
drawings and photos of important works that have been
destroyed or greatly altered.

The exhibit, which was directed by Michael George and
sponsored by Classical America, did present some

buildings that have been lost. The most notable were
Stanford White's zestful part-North-Italian'Gothic, part-
Soanish. l89l Madison Square Garden: the Neu York
rterald fluilding of 1892-95; and, of course, the original
Pennsylvania Station of 1909-10, modeled on the Baths of
Caracalla in Rome. But even these presentations were
hampered by a careless, arbitrary organization. On one
wall, for example, were two photos of the Heral.d Building;
two more photos of the same building were across the
room on another wall.

McKim, Mead & White were undoubtedly the greatest
practitioners of conscious eclecticism in both civic and
private realms of building. This reputation still does not
ixcuse one silly photograph in the exhibit: The portraits of
McKim Mead &White wire superimposed on the torsos of
Lincoln, Washington and Roosevelt at Mt. Rushmore, so

that the three arihitects, the "greatest turn-of'the'20th'
century interpreters of classicism" could now join Thomas

Jefferson, thC "greatest turn-of-the'l9th-century interPreter
of classicism."

McKim, Mead & White helped establish how New York
City was perceived in the eyes of the world by creating an
architecture that was no longer provincial or picturesque,
but oowerful and provocative in the noblest historical
r.nrl. In the Morfian show, one at least got a distilled
sense of this process.

Willinms, Wlnn House.
fuchitecture of Robert r

died. However, Robert Adam's stay in Italy between 1755
and 1758 had an equally strong influence on his later work.
Under the tutelage of Charles.Louis Clerisseau and Giovanni
Battista Piranesi, Adam explored Renaissance models of
classicism as well as the Roman ruins and the beautiful
landscape surrounding them. Even in the realm of interior
design, Piranesi seems to have exerted an influence on
Adam. Many of Adam's chimney-piece drawings closely
resemble those pictured in Piranesi's treatise, Dhterse
Manners of Omamenting Chimnry Pieces (1779).

The drawings at the Cooper-Hewitt clearly represent a man
endowed with much more than a simple desire to rework
the classical vocabulary. Supplementing his classicism, the
theme of the picturesque became for Adam-particularly
as he grew older-a Romantic ideal in building and
nature. One sees this, for example, in a series of river
Iandscapes that he drew between 1777 and 1787: the views
are often looking upwards at a fictitious castle with uneven
turrets that mirror the undulating cliffs around it. All the
elements of the work appear to shine with a sort of misty
pastel light. Ironically, in contrast to Adam's popularly
recognized neoclassic designs, such moody scenes as these
preoccupied him in the final years of his life, and were
reflected in many of his later renderings for castles, both
fictitious and real. The full range of Robert Adam's talents
in design-the ability to depict everything from a Gothic
tower to Etruscan wall motifs-is represented in the
Cooper-Hewitt exhibit in one way or another.

At the January 23 symposium sponsored by the Royal Oak
Foundation, University of Delaware historian Damie
Stillman explored Adam's early work by tracing the
development of the "new classical" interests in England.
This style, whose main proponents were J. Stuart, William
Chambers, and Adam, manifested itself-according to
Stillman-more readily in garden architecture and interior
decoration, since these aspects of design were both less

expensive and less visible. On the exterior of a country
mi.ror or a townhouse, deviations in taste and style were
not good gambles for the patron either financially or
socially.

William Pierson, professor Emeritus at Williams
College, pointed to the essentially visual rather than
structural nature of Adam's design. The play of line and
the balance of horizontals and verticals added "delicacy,
grace, and gaiety" to the designs (in Adam's words),__ 

-
ihich, Pierion postulated, create an interesting parallel
with the ordered rhythms of the music of the period.
Playrng a piece by Haydn, Pierson compared-the music's
phrasing with the. segmented yet unified rhythm of Adam's
decorative panels. The tribute seemed fitting.

1894.

Though more limited in scope, by far the better of the two
was the exhibit commemorating the 75th anniversary of
the Morgan. The curator of the exhibit, William Voelke,
presented an impressive set of studies for the original
Library building and for the various decorative murals and
sculptures of mythological figures adorning the interior.
Unfortunately, the number of architectural drawings
presented was small, owing, first of all, to Voelke's desire
to limit the exhibit to those drawings that elucidated
stages in the building process, rather than to include
numerous technical drawings. In addition, the Morgan
actually owns few drawings by the firm, and many of the
architectural drawings exhibited were loaned by the New-
York Historical Society. Finally, the space available at the
Morgan for the exhibition was small.

However, the show did feature a large plaster model,
measuring about three by five feet, of the building's
facade, as well as many documents that indicated
Morgan's own interest and role in the building's
conception, such as the Ietter from J.P. Morgan to Charles
McKim specifically requesting the use of "Habirshaw Red
Core wiring and no other" for the Library. Morgan
commissioned the building in 1902 to accommodate his
ever-growing collection of rare and valuable books (the

number of books in his original collection is not known,
but the collection has not grown enormously since 1902,

and at present the number of books is 150,000). The large
brownstone adjacent to the Library site, in which Morgan
lived (and which was later torn down for an expansion of
the Library), simply wouldn't do.

Although Morgan rejected earlier designs-one by
Whitne Warren, and a Palladian villa by Charles McKim,
both of which were shown in this exhibit-he finally
settled on McKim's severe High Renaissance structure,
which promised to be almost as solid and secure as

Morgan's financial empire. Based on the design of a
Romin villa building in 1548 by Annibale Lippi, the rich
interiors, as indicated in the exhibit, also borrowed from
high-minded sources: the floor pattern for the entrance
roiunda came from the floors of the Villa Pia in the
Vatican, and the design for the side vaults of the rotunda's
ceiling owe much to Raphael's "Stanza della Segnatura,"
also in the Vatican.

McKim, Mead & White in
NewYork
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Quiz: Do You Know Your Skyscrapers?
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Midtown Tllrning Pnogress

The Midtown zoning revisions (discussed in Skyline,
October 1981, pp. 5-7) arc presently making their way
through the city planning procedures: Community boards
have now debated their points; and the City Planning
Commission hearings are taking place.

Most of the criticism leveled at the new zoning scheme at
a recent city hearing focused on specific issues regarding
mandated steet-wall heights and specific urban design
components, such as plazas. Concern was also expressed
about the boundaries: The Clinton community is
understandably worried about what the West Side F.A.R.
of 21.6 will do to its district.

The "controversial" two-tier scheme for establishing bulk
and configurations of towers is not meeting much
resistance so far. The City Planning Department,
meanwhile, has contracted Kwartler/Jones - who, along
with Davis Brody, consulted initially on the new bulk
regulations-to execute the computer program and
scoring of the second-tier iegulations. The computer setup
will make it easier for developers and architects to
determine how much daylight and sky a proposed tower
shape will block.

Although some developers and architects have questioned
whether the 21.6 F.A.R. proposed for west midtown will be
high enough to lure the office and hotel market from the
East Side, it looks as if interest on the West is going full
steam ahead. The Equitable Insurance Company at Slst
Street and Seventh Avenue has finished assembling about
two-thirds of its block, and, with a long-range expansion
plan in mind, is reportedly investigating the new zoning
allowances with its architect, Edward Larrabee Barnes.

Prix de Rome

Skyline would like to congratulate the recipients of this
year's Prix de Rome for independent study at the
American Academy in Rome. Three awards were made to
vounger architects for one year's study. These went to
Celii'Ledfetter of Atlanta; to James Timberlake, who
works for Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown in Philadelphia;
and-the Steedman Award, sponsored by Washington
University-to John McDonald of SOM in San

Francisco. Four mid-career fellowship awards for six
months' study were made as well. Three of these,

sponsored by the National Endowment for the Arts, were
given to Stanley Abercrombie, Eugene Kupper, and
Barbara Stauffaeher Solomon. The fourth, sponsored
by the Graham Foundation, was awarded to Tod
Williams.

Dancing Sets

One of the most talked-about theater sets of the season is
on view in the Broadway production of Dreamgirk. The
set, executed by scenic designer Robin Wagner-who
did, A Chorus Line, On The Twentieth Century, and, most

C

recently, the Metropolitan Opera's production of The
Barber of Seuille -is continually twirling, moving,
flashing, and blinking across the stage as it shapes and
molds the different spaces for each "number." Yet the set,
which Wagner "choreographed" with lighting designer
Tharon Musser and the director/choreographer Michael
Bennett, uses only basic, portable rock show equipment:
four light towers holding spotlights, two moving catwalks,
and some automated winches. The moving towers and
catwalks, along with the computerized lighting, through
which the performers dance and sing, has made this
"architecture" the show-stopper. In fact, some of us think
it is the best thing about the show.

Sounding Off and On at Lineoln Center

Neither I.M. Pei nor Cyril Harris has any comment
about The New York Times report of their "dispute" over
the design of the Vivian Beaumont Theater renovation
that is currently delaying construction. According to latest
reports, they are o'working out their differences" and the
theater will open early 1983.

Meanwhile across the plaza, Harris is also working with
Philip Johnson and John Burgee on the acoustical
improvement of the New York State Theater. Renovation is
going on as the New York City Opera season continues. A
thin membrane of plaster will soon be poured over a
ceiling grid to replace the mesh one that allows sound to
get lost instead of being deflected to the audience. Wall
diffusers are also to be installed over the original concave
surfaces to spread the sound more evenly. Meanwhile, the
State Theater will be closed in July and August of 1982 so
that the orchestra pit may be expanded and a new
proscenium with petal-like sound diffusers constructed. If
all this sounds complicated, it is evidently nothing
compared to the Beaumont renovation, which involves the
entire restructuring of everything except the rear wall and
balcony.

Dreamgirls set by Robin Vagner, hghting by Tharon
Musser. (photo: Martha Swope)
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Do you knout your architects? arud who is tlwt ntnn

in the middle?

Below (from left to right) you will notice a few of tle tall
buildings now planned, uuder construction, or even just
completed. We would like the perceptive reader to identify
the architect/firm and location of all six before publication
of the next issue (letters should be postmarked before April
l). The lust respondent to identify them correctly will win
an autographed copy of Paul Goldberger's The Slryscrapen

[Hint None is by Philip Johnson and John Burgee.]

D

In the People's Eye

Having planned it for about a year, People magazine
finally ran their piece on Michael Graves in their
February 8 issue. Not only did they say all the usual nice
things about the 47-year-old architect and Princeton
professoq they also had the first picture we've seen of his
Portland building.

In a photo that makes Graves look for all the world like a
cement contractor (kneeJevel shot aimed up a roll of
drawings, but no hard hat) stands the cube with character

E

-as yet sdns most windows, "Portlandia," garlands,
rooftop temples, and paint. Beyond that, People, did not
really do justice to the debate surrounding the building: It
published quotes of local architect John Storrs ("This is a
dog of a building, a turkey!"), and former MIT Dean
Pietro Belluschi (". . . oversized Christmas
package.... perhaps in Atlantic City or Las Vegas, but not
in Portland.") as the lights of the opposition, along with
seeming support from Paul Goldberger ("If there is any
building of our time that appears to speak with a firm self-
assurance, it is this one.") Meanwhle, Skykne heard that
Colin Rowe called Graves to say how much better lre
thought the building looked without all that color. It will
get painted anyway, when it stops raining in the Northwest.

.... other Gravesiana: the Ploczek ("keystone") house is
almost t'inished - evidently Archite ctural Dr6'est has the
exclusive - and the wildlife study center in Liberty State
Park began construction last week.

People in the News

At Cosabelln, Viuorio Gregotti has taken over as editor
from Tomas Maldonado starting with the February
issue. Gregotti intends to turn Cosabella back into a
magazine about buildings. . . . Another showroom to scan
at NEOCON this year will be the one for Hauserman. This
will be Arata Isozaki's first completed project in this
country. (His design for the Los Angeles Museum of
Contemporary Art is expected to be released by the end of
March.) A Hauserman exec said only that it was "pure
Isozaki"; the design is not yet complete. . . .Construction
begins this month on Columbia University's new Computer
Science Complex by Kliment & Halsband. The two-
story building will sit on the Engineering Terrace on the
University campus at llgth Street and Amsterdam Avenue
. . . Entering the decorator battlefield: Robert A.M.
Stern was asked by House & Garden magazine to do a
studio room for them using a new line of Baker furniture;

Mirhael Graaes ond his Portland Building as seen in
People, February & 1982.

F
it will appear in H&G's May issue...Edward Larrabe€
Bar:res, of Madison Avenue fame, was presented with a
Mayor's Award for futs and Culture by Ed Koch and the
Commission for Cultural Affairs of the City of New York
. . . fuchitect and industial designer George Nelson has
been named chairman of the 39th International
Conference of Design at fupen. The theme of this year's
ICDA-in Aspen from June 13 to 18-is "The Prepared
Professional."

Rockefeller Anniversary Off
Canceled: The 50th Anniversary Exhibit of Rockefeller
Center scheduled for the Urban Center from March 22 to
April 14. No one knows the reason, but Rockefeller Center
pulled the show after it found out that the exhibit would
follow on the heels of the Municipal fut Society exhibit
"Landmarks That Aren't" (on view through March ll).
One photograph of Rock Center is in the current show and
it seems that Rockefeller Center did not want to focus too
much attention on its non-Landmark status-and, of
course, its eligibility. The show, to have been mounted by
MAS, would have included the original color renderings by
John Wenrich for the Center and an original scale model
of the RCA building. In its place, the MAS, spearheading
resistance to the proposed St. Bart's tower, is installing a
show on that scheme.

Arivals on the Book Lists

Raymond Hood. . . . Essay by Robert A.M. Stern with
Thomas P. Catalano. Published by The Institute for
Architecture and Urban Studies and Rizzoli International
Publications, Inc., New York, March l%2. 128 pages, 240
illustrations, 8 pages in color. S18.50, soft-cover.

The Enchanted Garden. Bryan Holme. Oxford
University Press, New York, March 1982. 96 pages,
illusuated. S14.95.
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Sie Transit Gloria Urbarri?

Scanning the spring 1982 collections, you will discover that
buildingdesign appears in all sorts of shapes today, but in
one size only-tall. Some of the latest creations to come
off the boards of a number of firms will take the
unsuspecting observer by surprise.
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he Form

On Paul Goldberger's
The

Miehael Parley

To understand man-made phenomena, we need a special
kind of history perhaps one unfamiliar to us throughout
our schooling. Take the following example: a person
walking to work one morning strolls by the corner
drygoods shop, on which a sign has been tacked that reads
"Lost Our Lease-Building Coming Down." Soon all the
windows are tinned, the wreckers appear, and, two years
later, in place of several four-, five- and six-story buildings,
there is a SGstory, 900,00Gs.-f. tower with a peak
pedestrian flow of ,1000 per hour. Why does this happen?
How does it happen?

The building process is born of economics; it begins when
a developer figures out that the potential rental revenues
of a new building will cover property acquisition, financing
and construction costs, and still leave an amount that
exceeds the revenue potential of competing investment
opportunities. This overly glib encapsulization makes the
process simple, but, of course, it is not. And it is in
discovering which factors or combination of factors tip the
balance of the build/no-build equation that certain
information becomes the most interesting. Some of these
factors might be: the state of the national and regional
economies; the nature of the local transportation system;
the conditions of local market supply-and-demand; the
relationship to desirable local geographic features or
elements, such as proximity to a park; the perceived or
actual quality of building services and image; and the
economies of new construction techniques that reduce
building costs or enhance efficiency-all of which are
factors that cannot be seen simply by looking at the
building's skin. But they are absolutely essential to the
understanding of highrise buildings.

Brief Pleasures
This brings us to the subject of this discussion: Paul
Goldberger's new book, The Skyscraper Those who read
the architectural criticism and commentary in The New
York Times will not be surprised to hear that the book is a
pleasure to read; they will also quickly discern that it is
very handsome, and lavishly illustrated. Here Goldberger
has focused his talents on a concise dissertation on the
skyscraper. It is not the definitive work on the subject, but
in spite of its brevity, the book does not fail to be
interesting or delightful.

Despite its considerable virtues, however, The Skyscraper
is not the book it could-and should-have been. When
a good writer also researches and interprets history the
potential exists to achieve profound results, as Robert Caro
did with The Power Broker: Robert Moses and the Fall of
New Yorle (Knopf, 1974). Of course, Mr. Goldberger did
not intend to prepare the authoritative or interpretive
history of the skyscraper, and, in fact, he specifically states
in his introduction that the book "is a history and
commentary on the skyscraper," but that "it is
commentary more than it is history." Fair enough. The
commentary-above-history disclaimer, however, expiates
only certain sins; the errors and omissions here cannot be
overlooked if the word "history" is to be applied at all
seriously to this book by concerned readers. And if the text
is commentary certainly we could expect a thorough
iuterpretation from Goldberge4 who is-at least as we
have come to know him-a skilled journalist and
perceptive critic. But we do not get enough of either
straight or interpretive history.

ln The Sleyscraperi Goldberger describes and analyzes the
changes and conflicts in architectural styling of skyscrapers
in three periods of skyscraper development: the formative
years prior to World War I; the "golden" years between
the wars; and the modern, post-World War II era.

Early Highriees Reeonsidered
In the first section, after an opening chapter-one of the
more interesting chapters-in which he describes how
early highrise buildings around the turn of the century

st-r1in9{ the prevalent proi'essional and public perceptions
of huildings and city space, Goldberger discussis thi
differences in highrise design in the two preeminent
centers of the earliest skyscraper construction: first,
Chicago's philosophically "coirect" aesthetic expression of
tall buildings, which presaged the Modern Movement; and
second, New York's "theatrical," exuberant historicism.
Goldberger penetrates the era's architectural discourse: To
ornament or not? To adopt the classical base-shaft-capital
separation, or the Gothic style? To emphasize horizontal
expression of facade or vertical? Some of this we have
heard before; much we have not. Sullivan emerges a
favorite, and Burnham and Root do well in Goldberger's
evaluation. New York stylings undergo some scrutiny when
he states that "historicist tendencies achieved a new
extreme." He then refers to the Metropolitan Life Tower
by Napoleon LeBrun & Sons (1909), as well as several
other towers that were oversized replicas of the Campanile
of Saint Mark's Square in Venice. Frank Woolworthts
Gothic "Cathedral of Commerce" designed by Cass
Gilbert (1913) receives deservedly ample praise.

The second section deals with the difficult, glorious period
from approximately 1920 to 1941, when American architects
struggled to achieve greater and greater heights and to
simultaneously come to grips with the burgeoning Modern
Movement. Goldberger's discussion of the designs of some
of our more notable tall neighbors are great fun, such as
passages on the General Electric Building's radio wave
crown (Cross & Cross, I93I) and on the early schemes
(fortunately discarded) for the Chrysler Building's spire
(William Van Alen, completed 1930). He takes us on dutiful
visits to Raymond Hood's pioneering late work as well as
to Howe & Lescaze's PSFS Buildine (1931-32).

l,ate-Blooming Highrises
It is, however, in the book's last section, which deals with
the triumph of modernism after World War II and its
recent transformation (including buildings not yet
completed), that Goldberger is at his best. His observations
here are most acute, and one senses that the work of this
period motivated him to write The Slcyscraper

ln the last three chapters comprising this section, he
recounts the assimilation of the International Style into
highrise design, only to be abandoned when the appeal of
abstraction dazzled. the architectural profession. He also
examines the painful process by which the designers
learned how to handle the open or public spaces
accompanying their buildings (although not before many
streetscapes were ruined by useless and banal plazas).

Many of the individual landmark towers of the last thirty
years that we love or loathe are given fresh analysis.
Particular attention is paid to the work ofJohnson/Burgee,
I.M. Pei, Roche/Dinkeloo, and Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill. In the last chapter Goldberger takes aim at the
"new kids": Eli Ania; Der Scutt; Kohn, Pederson, Fox;
Cesar Pelli; Michael Graves; and, again, the ever-
surprising, delightful, and infuriating Philip Johnson. Of
them he says, "The architects of the new group of
sculpted towers have not, ironically, expanded their
interests as much beyond those of the International Style
as they might wish the public to think. They are still
largely preoccupied with the effects of manipulating form;
what has changed is that they have come to consider the
boxes of a previous generation dull and have sought
something more enlivening." There is, to be fair, generally
more concern with contextual relationships, but this
concern is not always primary-it often serves as an excuse
for more sculpting of the box." The Iast chapter alone has
provided points for debate within the pages of. Skyhne (see
Paul Goldberger interview, Jan. 1982, pp. 69, and Philip
Johnson interview, Feb. 1982, pp. l -lB). It is, therefore, the
strengths of the first and last chapters that ultimately
heighten our disappointment with the book-not because
of what rs there, but because of what is not. Regarding
The Skyscraper as any form of historical document, one
sees that, in the author's realization of the otherwise
Iaudable objective of succinctness, much valuable
information must have been lost; there can only be enough
room for synoptic history. In the first two-thirds of the
book, where we must rely on Goldberger as historian,
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"It is, therefore, the strength,s of the first and lnst
chnpters tlwt ultimntely heighten ou,r disappointrnerfi

-not becru,se of wlwt is there, but wlwt is wt."

The Skyscrapen Paul Goldberger. Alfred A. Knopf, New
York, 1981. 180 pages,2l7 illustrations, B in color./$25.00.

many events seem to occur in no particular economic or
technological context. Important transitions and advances
are left unexplaiued. Suddenly, he declares, the heights of
buildings double from three hundred to six hundred feet.
Why? and how? We are not told. Goldberger tells us that
New York City's 1916 zoning code affected building shapes

by necessitating the "sculpting" of forms. But why? How?
This also is not explained. He comments that were it not
for the steel frame, truly high buildings could not exist,
because the thickness of sell-supporting masonry walls
would not support a building of major height. But, how
thick is "thiCli," and what were the limits on the height?
AIso absent are the important First and Second Leiter
Buildings by William LeBaron Jenney, which Sigfried
Giedion considered key buildings in the story of the
skyscraper.

The Inner Core Not Revealed
In one of the more telling passages, Goldberger informs us

that "the steel frame did not appear all of a piece in
Chicago's Home Insurance Building; it developed slowly,
derive-d in part from the prefabricated cast iron fronts
which were popular in the middle decades of the
nineteenth century facades that were true frames almost
like twentieth-century curtain-walls, and that were given up
Iater, only because they were not fireproof. More-over, the
other elements defining a skyscraper-the use of elevators
and the expression of height-occur frequently in
buildings which precede the steel skeleton and even in
many which follow its introduction but do not employ it
. . . There is no neat ans\{er, then, to the question of what
building was the first skyscraper." This is, alas, virtually
the entiie interpretation of more than forty years of the
skyscraper's technological evolution, which, when fully 

_

explored, is the real story of the early skyscraper. Yes, Mr.
Goldberger is correct, there is no neat answer; but the fun
lies in eliborating the complexity of it, not in stating merely
that the steel skeleton developed slowly. The whys and
hows-of genuine interest-are missing from this book.

Compounding the problems of this incomplete
interpretation of skyscraper development, the author relies
on the term "steel frame" to denote the characteristic
which, he apparently thinks, "true" skyscrapers possess, as

opposed to all other tall buildings, which, he says, were
composed of "solid masonry." What Goldberger really
means by "steel frame" is "iron or steel skeletal"
construction, where the exterior walls are supported by the
frame. When he uses the term "steel ftame," it is deceiving,
because virtually all large buildings erected from 1870

on-and many before that date-had a frame construction
(cast-iron columns, wrought-iron beams) supporting almost
all of the interior floor loads, and exterior masonry bearing-
walls supporting themselves and a portion of the outermost
floor load. Sometimes there were occasional interior
masonry piers. Francisco Mujica, nhb History of the
Slryscraper (1929), called this kind of framing "cage"
construction. But no tall buildings were ever of "solid
masonry"-whatever that expression conveys.

Goldberger's generalities lead to trouble. When he says,

for instance, that George B. Post's Western Union
Building, and Burnham and Root's Monadnock Building
had no "steel frame," he is literally correct, because they
contained no steel, but the buildings were framed
extensively with iron. While their outer walls were masonry
bearing, to assert they were solid masonry misinforms the
reader. The Monadnock, to examine one such structure'
had an advance iron frame which was, according to Carl
Condit, the first instance of portal windbracing in a

framed structure. On the other hand, some bearing-wall
buildings, such as Post's Pulitzer and Havemeyer

Left from top to bottonx: "l/erticals on Wi.de Aaenues,"
Hugh Ferriss; 1929. Willinm Van Alen, first (eft) and
second schemes for the Chryshr BuiJding, New York;
William Van Alen at the Architect's BaU 1931; William
Van Alen, The Chrysler Building, New York, 1930.
(photo: Wur*)

Buildings, had sophisticated combination iron/steel frames,
but were not skeletal; and some skeletal buildings, like the
one Mr. Goldberger says is the first steel-framed building
in New York-Bradford Gilbert's Tower Building-
contained no steel at all. Even Home Insurance's skeleton
was primarily iron.

Goldberger uses the term "skeleton" only twice in the
book, it seems, but he never explains that in a skeletal
building, the walls are mere enclosures, and are supported
entirely by the frame. This is important information for
the lay reader. The oversimplified, unexplained use of the
term "steel frame" can only confuse readers hoping to
understand skyscraper development. People whose
knowledge of skyscrapers is derived from this might be
surprised when subsequently informed that the Monadnock
Building contained advanced iron framing.

Eeonomie Aspects for Further Consideration
In the last third of the book, where we would expect the
author's expert interpretation of events and forces shaping
buildings, we find that Goldberger's first chapter
describing the problems and controversies of early highrise
buildings is curiously lacking any accompanying analysis
of Manhattan's current dilemma of skyscraper over-
building, which we know from reading our morning
newspaper is a subject that he understands as well as
anybody. Zonir.g, generally an insidious and potent shaper
of buildings, is never adequately explained.

To use a city-planning acronym, the way things get done in
city government is by the PEST System. This is not a
series of nuisances, but Political, Economical, Social, and
Technical forces. In that order. Aesthetics, in city planning
terms, has been considered a part of Technical.

Although the PEST system is a concept thought to
characterize the public sector's motivational and decision-
making process, if we were to apply the same concept to
the private sector development of skyscrapers, we would
observe that much of the political, social, and technical
forces that played-and still play-roles in the skyscraper's
history really have been disguised economic concerns. For
instance, when attempts to control skyscraper heights
entered the political arena with the debate that culminated
in New York's 1916 zoning code, height restrictions came
with the support-no, the urging-of the real estate
community. Why? Because they thought tall buildings to
be a Crime Against God and Nature? No; because the
shadows cast by the turn-of-the-century skyscraper
deaalued too many adjoining properties, and there were
fears that, unless restricted, continued construction of high
buildings would strangle lower Manhattan, to the
detriment of all the area's property holders. To the real
estate interests, it was primarily an economic question.
And when skeletal construction permitted the standard
height of office structures to rise from about l0 to just over
20 stories, it was not an extraordinary technical
breakthrough: the technique had been known for years,
and 200-to-250-foot-high buildings were being regularly
constructed without it. The real significance of skeletal
construction was economic because it allowed the efficient
erploitation of sites through the additional height. The
same holds for air-conditioning and fluorescent lighting;
not only did they increase the comfort level of office
environments, they also had a strong effect on the sizes
and shapes of highrise buildings and development patterns
after World War II, allowing the efficient utilization of
deeper sites and buildings for the first time. While the
architectural community's interest in the glass (and metal)
box after World War II was rooted in the ascendency of
the International Style and hence, its aesthetics, the fact
that a glass curtain-wall was far cheaper than one of stone
solidified its appeal to the developers, who threw up all
those aesthetically impoverished knock-offs of Lever House
and the United Nations Secretariat. One could, I think,
write a narrowly focused Economic History of the
Slrysuaper and hardly miss one important step in the
development of the building type. A1l of this is not to say
that highrise buildings should be assessed historically from
the bottom of a ledger, but that there is more here than
meets the eye, and that there is a richness to the story of
the skyscraper that unfolds when it is carefully examined
from each of the complex of forces that shaped its
development.

Tllrntra.g Considerations
The skyscraper has also been looked at from another
perspective-that of land-use planning and zoning. In the
late 196,0s, Mayor John Lindsay brought urban designers
into city government for the first time: Jonathan Barnett,
Jaquelin Robertson, Richard Weinstein-the erstwhile
Urban Design Group. One of the things this trio observed
was that New York's revised ll)6l zoning code was fostering
the creation of barren plazas, owing to the fact that it
contained a floor area bonus incentive for the provision of
plazas. The original theory behind the zoning bonus was
that it was a aolantary incentive for plazas, but this was
actually a fiction. Developers assembling parcels were forced
to pay for the land on the basis of the naaimum floor-area-
ratio possible, including any bonus floor area available. This
meant that the land was conveyed at a price reflecting the
seller's conviction and insistence that since a plaza bonus
was possible, it represented part of the inherent
development potential of the site. Thus, the voluntary plaza
became necessary; the buyer had already paid for the floor
area (fhe Economic Context of Plazas). Yet the zoning code
offered no description of or standards for what a "plaza"
was to be, resulting in forlorn expanses of unadorned
concrete and stone.

Well, the city's urban designers realized that New York
was going to be awash in the damned things unless
something was done about it. Therefore they devised
alternatives to the plaza bonus. Noting New York's
frequently inhospitable environment, they recommended
enclosed or covered spaces, gallerias, and malls-mixing
bowls of pedestrian space to humanize the skyscrapers-
as substitutes for the plazas they knew would otherwise be
required of every office development. 0ver the years some
of the built results of their efforts were encouraging, but
some other new spaces did not work out quite the way the
urban designers had envisioned (they bore the burden of
being pioneers), and now the ciry in its Midtown Zoning
Proposal, is backing off from offering these spaces.

New York's urban designers noted another unfortunate
characteristic of the zoning then in effect: traditional
zoning geographically separated differing land-uses,
thereby discouraging the mix of uses on a site. This was
bad for New York, for it destroyed the city's richness and
diversity, and created single-use areas that were completely
uninhabited at night. This was not an efficient use of land.
Having assimilated the common sense preached by Jane
Jacobs (90 per cent of good urban design and planning is
common sense), planners promoted mixed-use zoning for
skyscrapers, encouraging the inclusion of both residential
and commercial uses on the same lot. They were correct in
the theory that a mixed-use building is less burdensome to
the city's infrastructure than an equally-sized single-use
structure, since residential tenants occupy the site at
different times of day than commercial office tenants.

Numerous skyscrapers in New York have resulted from all
these land-use and zoning principles: from incentive
zoning, Citicorp Center, A.T.&T., I.B.M., and Philip
Morris, among others; and from both mixed-use and the
incentive bonus provisions, Olympic Tower, The Galleria,
Trump Tower, and United Nations Plaza. One can argue
(and many have) about the aesthetic merits and massing of
these buildings, but few dispute the wisdom of attempting
to humanize highrise buildings. I mention these planning
theories because the "humanistic skyscraper" is a theme
Mr. Goldberger touches on-primarily in connection with
the IDS Center in Minneapolis-but does not develop,
much to our loss.

On the whole, although no author should be bound by the
claims of his publisher, rf only The Skyscroper contained
more of "the people, events and forces that have shaped the
skyscraper;. . . the technological advances, building codes
and economic pressures," that the jacket flap promises, our
oarticination in the sense of the book and our
undersianding of these buildings would be much greater.
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Kallmarr, McKinnell & Wbod at
the Crossroads o

o

The Academy of Arts and Seienees
Eleni C.onstantine

After Boston City Hall in 1969, a lot of observers felt that
if that was what Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood meant by
the "language of build" then, no, thanks, they would
prefer the building of design. Sir Nikolaus Pevsner
expressed displeasure with the architecture, Jane Jacobs
panned the building's relation to the urban context, and
the man in the street said it was "rrgly." In sharp contrast,
the firm's most recent work, the headquarters for the
American Academy of futs and Sciences in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, has been greeted with general murmurs of
approval (usually prefaced with "Who would have
thought...."). Ada Louise Huxtable called the building
"post-modern" and meant it as a compliment.

Clearly, the Academy does exemplify two of the firm's
strengths: their sense of planar composition (including
composing on a very detailed level) and their ability to
deploy an extensive historical knowledge in their design.
And in both these senses Huxtable's adjective is apt praise.

But a closer look reveals distinct resemblances between the
Academy and City Hall, resemblances that go beyond the
structural expressionism that typifies Kallmann, McKinnell
& Wood's work. These formal and theoretical echoes are
significant because they highlight persistent design
weaknesses of the firm-overly abstract notions of spatial
organization and a certain insensitivity to the urban
context. Ironically, Kallmann himself \{as among the first
to take the early modernists to task for similar failings in
his architectural criticism of the mid-1950s. Indeed, the
Academy's shortcomings seem to be caused not by a lack
of awareness of these issues, but by a degree of ineptness
in achieving their physical resolution.

The siting of the structure illustrates these awkwardnesses.
The Academy is located adjacent to Harvard University
where a wooded lot slopes upward, cresting at its northeast
corner. The building is placed tightly into this corner,
sitting rather heavily atop the cleared knoll. This location
effectively separates the Academy from the lower, wooded
slopes to the south and west traversed by public footpaths.
The architects have made the building into an artificial
rendition of the local topography; the pitched roof lifted
into three tiers is read as one great slope-echoing the
shape of the hill.

At first glance the building's location and form indicate
respect for and attention to the natural landscape. But in
crowning Shady Hill with their own built hill, Kallmann,
McKinnell & Wood attempt to do the hill one better.
Frank Lloyd Wright, the greatest American architectural
interpreter of the natural landscape, condemned such
topographical takeovers as arrogant and simplistic. Wright
left the crown of the hill alone, allowing the natural
landscape to speak through his design.

The urban topography is dealt with awkwardly as well. The
rough hapezoid of the plot is formed from the intersection
of Cambridge's two street grids, one running north-south
(defined by Harvard Yard and the alignmeni of its
buildings, and predominating to the south of Harvard
Square), and the other skewed some fifteen degrees west
(defined by the old road and rail line to Concoid, and
governing north of Harvard Square).

All major buildings in the.Harvard area have to deal with
this crank in the city, and one indication of the degree of
an architect's talent is the way he chooses to approach this
problem. H.H. Richardson, for example, chose between the
grids and chose right each time, placing Sever Hall in
Harvard Yard on the north-south axis, but turning Austin
4all, a few hundred feet to the north, fifteen degrees west.
Gropius expressed the dilemma in his Graduate Center by
sweeping out the fifteen-degree arc in the complex itself;
but the resulting segment of space sends one siarching for
the missing focus of his compass. Jose Luis Sert tried io
ignore the crank in his design for the Science Center and
ended up with a rectangular building minus one corner,
with all its doors in the wrong place.

The clear expression of the two alternative grids in the
streets bounding the Academy's site intensifies the issue,
and imposes an additional obligation on Kallmann,
McKinnell & Wood to address it. Indeed, the question is

Kallrnann, McKinnell & Wood. American Academy ofArts and Sciences, Cambrid,ge, Mass.; l98L liew toward entty.

further complicated by the fact that Beacon Street, which
forms the northwest boundary expresses the cranked grid
in somewhat exaggerated fashion, being more than fifieen
degrees askew.

Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood have placed the Academy
squarely on the north-south grid, but have jammed its 

-

northwest corner against Beacon Street. The sharp
juxtaposition of the grids is accentuated by the placement
of the entrance on tliis side, and made awkwarilby the
lack of attention to the axial shift. The curving driveway
and parking lot that fill the leftover space do not
adequately modulate the transition. Despite the fact that
the front door is here, all the siting signils tell one that
this is the back of the building, the disfavored side.

The Academy's problems with topography and context are
remarkably similar to those of City Hall. The latter
building was plunked at the low point of a piazza modeled
after the Piazza del Pubblico in Siena, but an
understanding of urban poch6 in the case of City Hall or
the lie of the land in the example of the Academy are
absent.

A comparison of the plans of the Academy and City Hall is
perhaps an even better illustration of the "space pioblem"
in Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood's work. The Academy is,
in a sense, the missing center of City Hall. The Academy's
two levels of meeting space below, and office space above,
correspond to the meeting and office levels of the earlier
building. The design of City Hall set these two private
administrative floors apart from the public areai-private
areas built in concrete atop the public ones, which ippear
to be an extension of the brick plaza.

The program for the Academy, a private and rather
ceremonial building-used solely for conferences with a
minimum of daily business operations-relieved the
architects of responsibility for those functions with which
City Hall appeared least comfortable: public services. The
Academy design is thus a reworking of the architect's
notions for the layout of the upper levels of City Hall, in a
more elite version.

In both buildings, the play is controlled by a strict
structural grid, expressed more simply on the office level,
and more freely interpreted below. In both, the upper tier
regulates the more expressive double-height lowei tier; the
office floor provides an overlay grid against which the
"meeting" floor can be easily read. The larger meeting
rooms on the lower floor are expressed in the plans as
protrusions from a dominant rectangular form, but their
dimensions and placement are strictly controlled by the
established grid.

In the Academy and City Hall, the meeting rooms are
placed on the edge of the rectangular center, forming an
exterior ring; between this ring and the central space are
concentric layers of interstitial space. But if City Hall
operates off of its interstitial layers, leaving the center an
untouched, empty void, the Academy attempts to use the
center space to pull together the spaces surrounding it. In
terms of prototypical layouts, where City Hall is a
monastery the Academy is a manse. The central atrium is
intended to function like the great hall of Shingle Style
manors-as an area into and out of which all movement
flows. The Academy design attempts to create the
'centripetal force necessary by injecting a poch6 suite
(ibrary study, and sitting area) into the City Hall doughnut
layout. It doesn't work: the two spatial notions remain
disparate and the suite diffuses rather than pulls together
the whole.

The perceptible lack of cohesion, despite the carefully
elaborated idea of layered concentric zones, and the
attempt to recapture the loose centrality of the Shingle
Style, seem due to the design's failure to utilize the
movement of people through space as an ordering device.
The Academy's plan lacks a sequential spatial ordering
that shapes and responds to patterns of human movement.
The building sends conflicting spatial messages-it is
unclear whether the space is to be read as an interlocking
group of closed volumes or as an open grid. Both ideas arr
expressed, but neither is developed to provide a clear
ordering system. In their attempt to use the forms of both
notions of space, Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood activate
the philosophical underpinnings of neither. On the second

Iliew toanrd lecture
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hojeet: The American Academy of Aru and Sciences,
Ca-hridge, Massachusetts.
Arehiteets: Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood. Hans Huber,
job captain; Peter Bacot, Emily Kuo, Kevin Triplett,
project team.
Interiore: Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood in association
with Louis Beal and Joe Rosen of ISD.
Landseaping: Carol Johnson & Associates.
Size: 4O,000 square feet.
Program: A headquarters building to include reception,
dining and conference rooms, a lecture hall, offices, and
serrice spaces.

Stmcture Steel frame with columns varying l0 ft. to 20
ft. apart; the columns around the atrium are at a l0 ft.
spacing.

Materials: Red brick with red granite trim; copper roof.
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floor, where the full-height atrium creates a central void,
the plan reverts to the City Hall doughnut; the atrium
space is ringed by a U-shaped corridor, off of which open
secretarial pools, edged by a ring of individual offices.
Simple, functional, and hierarchical it is, but not
particularly imaginative; nor can one help feeling it
somewhat unjust that those who have to spend the most
time in the building should be relegated to the worst
space. Moreover, the second floor seems vastly removed
from the first; the narro% steep, long flight of stairs rising
through the double-height atrium on the upper level
appears as insuperable as the stairs ascending from the
public lobby to the executive meeting floor of City Hall.
Vertical hierarchies have their price.

The Academy's plan is similar to that of City Hall in one

other (similarly problematic) respect: the treatment of the
edge. In both structures a separate layer of space, outlined
by piers, bounds the lower floors. In City Hall this zone is
clearly a buffer; concrete piers split it into segmented
pockets of dead space, whose only function is the addition
if sculptural depti'r and shadow to the facade. In the
Academy the buffer zone has been interpreted in light of
more residential and functional prototypes. In the rear,

brick piers supporting the healy eaves are set away from
the building to create an arcadel while in the front corner
the thick brick wall is broken away to reveal an inner glass

skin, with a walk indicated between the two.

But the relation of these edge spaces to the interior
remains tenuous. The arcade does not signal the building's
entrance, but wraps around the back, butting up against
blank brick walls at its ends. Nor does it appear easily
accessible from within: although French doors give onto
this colonnade, the only functioning doors to it appear to
be those tucked in its corridors' corners' off extensions of
the corridor. Despite the architects' efforts to activate this
zone, the Academy's edge, Iike the center, remains as

empty as those of City Hall.

Perhaps it is necessary to analyze the design's spatial
shortcomings in such detail because the building is so

seductive, both visually and intellectually. Each elevation is
a beautifully balanced modular composition, framed by the
great sloping roof, strictly governed by the same Cartesian
gria tlaf rutis the plan, yet responsive-to the particular
function of that side of the building. The entry front is
relatively closed: a brick wall steps back toward the central
entry as the great roof steps up correspondingly. Squar-e-

panid glass panels are set into the thick wall, as though
portions of the brick shell had been stripped away to
ieveal a gridded glass skin beneath. On the south and west

facades, opening onto the woods, the roof steps back to
reveal the-doubll-height arcade, while it reaches down over

the two square cornei protrusions (a conference room and
the service block) that terminate the *'cade. The square

brick piers of the colonnade establish a strong vertical
counterpoint to the three horizontal tiers of the roof
against the background grid of the two-story French doors.
On the north, the service side, the roof extends almost
down to the ground, save where a square cutaway to one
side of the center axis marks a walled brick patio. Above
the wall, in the cutaway, the French doors reestablish the
omnipresent grid.

The same careful modular composition and the themes of
the square grid and triple setbacks run through the
interior elevations. Walls are broken into modular panels
by wooden moldings and windows are sized proportionally.
Although some of the details, such as the pink granite
fireplaces with zigzag setbacks, are reminiscent of Art
Deco motifs, the proportions of the elements are distinctly
modernistic; the square grid never concedes to the vertical
by elongation. The elevations, like the plan, are acutely
conscious that each piece is an exact multiple of its
neighbor.

The strict composition is saved from starkness by the rich
materials used throughout. The great roof is copper, going
rapidly sea-green; the French doors are framed in
mahogany; the red waterstruck brick is blended to suggest
the patina of age; the steps and column capitals are
polished pink granite. The mahogany and pink granite
continue on the interior as well, not only as frames and
steps but also as moldings and fireplaces-both elegantly
detailed in patterns echoing the grid. Oak flooring is
covered by antique rugs; walls are painted a natural linen
color or are linen-covered; cove lighting is set into padded
ceiling recesses. Smaller details are simple but exquisite:
brass "acorn" lamps hang in the study; carved wood
panels top the fireplaces. (the building's cost has not been
made public.) It's easy to fall in love with a building so

rich in details and materials, craftsmanship and
composition.

And the Academy is intellectual as well as lovely. The
design is replete with historicd allusion and imagery.
Romantic dlusions to a past order are implicit in the
eroded roofscape, the giantorder brick piers of the arcade,

the crumbled brick wall of the entry facade. The external
timber trusses supporting the top two tiers of the green
pitched roof evoke not only Shingle Style porches, but
conjure up the famous "primitive hut" drawing used as

the frontispiece for Abb6 Laugier's treatise Essoi Sur
L'Architecture (1770. The overall pavilion image recalls
the nineteenth-century's fascination with the Orient; the
"Citizen Kane" effects of the interior recall the early
twentieth century's intrigue with a somewhat nearer East.
The design's use of the vocabulary of the Arts and Crafts
movement allows the full exploitation of the rich material.

In short, Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood have a feel for
ornament that they do not for space. In terming their
talent "post-modern," Huxtable put her finger on their
shortcomings as well as their achievements. 0rnament,
even when executed in gorgeous materials and painstaking
detail, even when enriched with historical allusions, can
only decorate a shed. Some architects identified with the
post-modern movement affirm this limit (notably Robert
Venturi); others Qike Michael Graves) seem to be striving
to overcome it. Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood appear to
join these latter.

To succeed, it seems necessary to iritegrate the
architectural vocabulary of ornament with a syntax
developed from a world-view of the nature of space.

Judging from results to date, the vocabulary appears to be
relatively easy to develop to a refined level in an academic
setting; the syntax seems harder. fuchitecture may still be
showing the effects of a generation of talent deprived of
the opportunity to construct. Kallmann is not insensitive to
the problem; indeed, in a recent interview he described the
present difficulty as a lack of an architectural language
"commensurate with the demanding nature of the
resuscitated layout of the late Baroque and Neoclassical
periods." The design of the Academy, however, does not
articulate that language: the building remains a well-
modulated composition of elegant decorative elements laid
over a facile and weak spatial construct.

Izieu of lbing d.ining roont (east) eleoation. (erterior photos: Sterte Rosentlwl)
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A Diseussion of the Work of
Michel Foueault

Gurendolyn Wright and PauI Rabinow

In a 1976 interview with a group of French geographers,
Michel Foucault acknowledged that he has long bein
preoccupied with space. "People have often reproached
me for these spatial obsessions, which have indted been
obsessions for me. But I think through them I did come to
what I had basically been looking for: the relations that
are possible between power and knowledge."r So, for
Foucault, space is where discourses aboui power and
k_nowledge are transformed into actual relalions of power.
Here the knowledge in the forefront is that of aesthetics, of
an architectural profession, of a science of planning. But,
for Foucault at least, architecture and its concomitint
theory never-constitute an isolated field to be analyzed in
minute detail; they are only of interest when one looks to
sge how they mesh with economics, politics, or institutions.
Then both architecture and urban planning, both designs
and ordinary buildings, offer privileged instances for -
understanding how power operates.

Foucault-is not setting out to construct a general theory of
power.2 Nor is he implying a general theory of space. lie is
.certainly not maintaining-as has sometimes been alleged

-that architectural form by itself can have an inhereni
politic.a! significance or function. He claims only that
spatial localizations, especially certain architectural
projects, h-aye ptaygd important-parts in political strategies
at certain historical junctures. "Architecture begins at ihe
end of the eighteenth century to become involved in
pro!_lqrys of population, health, and the urban question.
. . . [It] becomes a question of using the disposition of
space for economico-political ends."3

When Foucault mentions the problems of population,
health, and cities, it is clear that he is referring to our
modem form of power, what he calls "bio-power." Of
course, architecture was involved in the machinations of
power_long before the eighteenth century but in different
ways. Under earlier monarchs, for instance, the visibility of
monuments and sites of rituals such as public squares was
extremely calculated. Under regimes of t'bio-power,"

political intervention takes place at the level of the species
as a natural population to be known and controlled. This
manipulation is exercised through an ever-expanding
complex of social institutions, and thereby in a widening
number of building types: hospitals, prisons, workplaces,
schools, street plans, housing, and so forth. Although
power cannot be reduced to these institutions, the
relationships are more than pastedon, incidental
ornament. For example, the school is something more than
its disciplinary function; the content of Euclid'J geometry
is not changed by the architecture of the building.
However, -many other aspects of school life are chinged by
the introduction of such spatial disciplinary technologies as
separation of pupils, ranking, surveillance of sexuality, and
special examination spaces. It is in this sense that the
architecture functions as a crucial part of a modern
technology of power.

The Panopticon, Jeremy Bentham's proposal for radially
planned institutional buildings, is by now the most famous
instance of a concretization of power applied through
architecture. Foucault came upon Bentham's 1787 plan
while studying reforms in eighteenthrentury hospifal and
prison'architecture, and took it as the paradigmatic
example of the interworkings of space, power, and
knowledge in disciplinary society. The Panopticon is not
the essence of power, as some have taken it to be, but a
startlingly explicit demonstration of how a particular form
of power operates, It is "the diagram of a mechanism of
power reduced to its ideal form."a

Bentham's design was by no means the first instance of
disciplinary techniques in architectural form-one only
has to think of the Parisian Ecole Militaire designed by
Jacques-Ange Gabriel in 1752 or Claude-Nicohiedorix's
Salt Works of l7Wl787 -but it was the most perfected
and best-known application of such techniques. Although
the Panopticon might appear to be simplyi minor
individual scheme or a utopian proposal for a perfect
society, this would not be quite accurate either,for it was
intended to be used in precise circumstances and it had an
impact on many kinds of structures. In America in the
early 1800s, for example, prisons borrowed from the
Bentham model: one of the best known, the Illinois State
Penitentiary near Joliet, with its interior Panopticon
cellhouse, was built as late as l9l5-24. The Panopticon's

very genius lies in the combination of abstract
schematization and very 6oncrete applications. The
Panopticon was, above all, flexible.

Panoptieon Forrns
The Panopticon consists of a Iarge courtyard with a
tower in the center surrounded by a series of buildings
divided into levels and cells. In each cell there are two
windows: one brings in light and the other faces the tower,
where large observatory windows allow for the surveillance
of the cells. The cells become "small theatres in which
each actor is alone, perfectly individualized and constantly
visible."s The inmate is not only visible to the supervisor,-
he is vislble to the supervisor alone; cut off from any
contact. This new power is continuous, disciplinary ind
anonymous. Anyone could operate the architectural
mechanism, as long as he was in the correct position, and
anyone could be subjected to it. The design is
multipurpose. The surveillant could as easily be
observing a criminal, a madman, a worker, a schoohoy, or
a wife. (Bentham suggested that the Panopticon would be
an extremely effective arrangement for a harem, since it
would cut down the number of eunuchs necessary to watch
the women in the cells.) If the Panoptieon functioned
correctly, almost all internal violence would be elirninated.
The inmate cannot see whether or not the guardian is in
the tower, so he must behave as if surveillance is perpetual
and total. The architectural perfection is such that even if
there is no guardian present, the apparatus of power still

notably-prisons,,schools, hospitals, and insane asylums,
this architectural technology takes on its own momentum.
Just as the Panopticon is not the essence of disciplinary
te-chnology, so prisons are by no means the only example
of an actual rather than representational exercising ofthis
form of power. Nevertheless, they are obviously the most
characteristic expression of the ways in which Western
society deals with discipline, punishment, and surveillance.
But prisons themselves, as well as tracts on the ideal form
of punishment, are only clearly articulated examples of
more generalized practices for disciplining both individuals
arrd entire populations. They are important partly because
they expose so vividly the practices that remain hidden in
other institutions. Fo6 throughout the eighteenth century
and with a vengeance since the nineteenih, these
disciplinary tactics have been extended to other sectors of
the population, other administrations, and other settings.

Disciplinary Technology and Space
The aim of disciplinary technology, whatever the
institutional form in which it operates, is to forge a "docile
body that may be subjected, used, transformedind
improved."T This is done in several related ways: through
drills and training of the body; through standardization of
actions over time; and through the control of space.
Discipline proceeds from an organization of individuds in
space, and it therefore requires a specific enclosure of
space. Once established, this grid permits the sure
distribution of the individualswho are to be disciplined
and supervised. In a factory the procedure facilitates
productivity; in a school it assures orderly behavior; in a
town it reduces the risk of dangerous crowds, wandering
vagabonds, or epidemic diseases.

In disciplinary technology the internal organization of
space depends first on the principle of elementary
partitioning into regular units. This space is based on a
system of presences and absences. "Each individual has a
place and each place has its individual."s With an
impressive economy of means, individuals can be placed,
knolvn, transformed, and observed. In this simple ioding,
each slot in the grid is assigned a value that facilitates the
even application of disciplinary techniques. One cannot
help remark that this description of spatial organization is
an almost perfect analogy to the definitions of elements,
transformations and order that French structuralist
thinkers take as universal principles. Here the success of
disciplinary space depends on the coding of a decidedly
"structural" organization.

Foucault gives several architectural examples of a
"structuralist" or$anization of space. The military hospital
at Rochefort, designed in l7B2 by P Toufaire, served as
one of the earliest such experiments, even before the
refinement of disciplinary techniques in the Panopticon. It
was a particularly appropriate locale, since the port city of
Rochefort provided a fascinating, if frightening, mixing of
bodies: sailors, deserters, thieves, vagabonds, and persons
afflicted with all sorts of diseases. The task of the hospital
was to regularize and control these dangerous
interminglings. Within its walls and somewhat later in the
town itself, rigorous partitioning of space was carried out
in an effort to accomplish simultaneously a number of
objectives. Contagious diseases could be quarantined;
deserters could be captured; commodities could be
watched. The order of the hospital operated first on
control of things through medications. Then the grid
extended to identify the patients and keep them under
analytic observation. The separation of the patients into
categories based on age and disease was soon fixed by
particular architectural elements such as wards, corridors,
and pavilions. Eventually the hospital administrators would
carry out reforms in the port city itself, gathering
information on the inhabitants and attempting to alter the
environmental conditions of each district.

Space in the Workplace
In factories at the end of the eighteenth century the
o_rganization of space and operations was equally complex.
Here it was a question not only of controllirlg a populition,
but of linking this control to production. Foricault'i
exam-ple is the Oberkampf manufacturing plant at Jouy.
The factory was divided into a series of specialized
workshops separated by function (printeri, handlers,
colorists, and elgravers in different buildings). The largest
structure, which was erected in 1791, was enonnous: it was

a penitentinry 184O.
detainee prays before central suraeillance towen

operates effectively. If the prisoner is never sure when he is
being observed, he becomes his own guardian.
As the final step in the architectural refinement, the
Panopticon includes a system for observing and controlling
the controllers. Those who occupy the central position in
the Panopticon are themselves thoroughly enmeshed in a
localization and ordering of their behavior. "Such is
perhaps the most diabolical aspect of the idea and of all
the applications it brought about. In this form of
management, power is not totally entrusted to someone
who would exercise it alone, over others, in an absolute
fashion; rather, this machine is one in which everyone is
caught, those who exercise this power as well as those who
are subjected to it."6

The Panopticon is not a symbol of power for Foucault, for
it doesn't refer to anything else. Nor does it have any deep
or hidden meaning. Its function is to increase control
wherever it is put into operation. Its very form, its
materiality, all of its aspects, down to the smallest detail
(here Bentham is totally explicit, carrying on for many
pages about minute aspects of construction in "The
Inspection-House"), yields the interpretation of what it
does. The architecture itself is neutral, and, in its own way,
universal. It is therefore a perfect technology. When the
Panopticon "invests" and influences other institutions-
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"Although Foucau,lt fouses on space os a major
ospect of the exercise of pouter, he is not obsessed
with build,ings per se, os rnuch as he is with cities and
hout thry operate."

Alexandre Thierry:, Plan for a refonn school: 1807. (photo: Bibliothique Natianale, Paris)

ll0 meters long and three stories high. On its ground floor
were 132 tables arranged in two rows. Each printer worked
at a table with his assistant, and the finished products
were carefully stacked at the end of the tables. Supervision
was continual as tle foreman walked up the central aisle
between the two rows, watching the entire operation and
the specific production of each pair of workers. More than
a hundred years before "Taylorism", the early twentieth-
century efficiency techniques developed by Frederick
Taylor, elementary operations were defined, each variable
of force - strength, promptness, constancy of skills - was
observed, compared, and assigned a particular weight. The

, factory architecture centralized production, separated
stages, facilitated supervision, and encouraged an ever
greater precision.

Hierarchical observation was a key element in the factory
and even more so in the hospital. Surveillance thus
became an integral part of production and control in both
instances. In the case of the hospital, the very form of the
building changed to facilitate the doctor's rounds and his
examinations. fu Foucault analyzed so cogently h The
Birth of the C/inic (Random House, tr. 1973), the well-
organized hospital became the architectural counterpart of
medical discipline. The control of bodies depended on an
optics of power, and architecture refined this lens.
Increased visibility became a general problematic for the
architect, whether he was setting out to design a hospital,
a school, a utopian settlement, or a housing project.

As the particular architectural forms of disciplinary society
were extended into most Western cities and towns in the
nineteenth century what Foucault has labeled "bio-power"
began to operate. Environments and populations
underwent a continual, ongoing analysis and manipulation.
Making provisions for the future-for the expansion of a
city, the health of the people (as a species, as a race, as
different classes), the development of a local economy-
clearly required new forms of knowledge. Hence there
came into being a modern science of urbanism affiliated
with other social and sanitary sciences to coordinate the
planning of European and American cities, and colonies.

For planners and architects, as well as for the hygienists,
industrialists, and politicians who employed them, the
problem had shifted from the correct ordering of static
space to the regulation of a larger, constantly changing
social milieu. Although particular architectural forms
continued to play important roles in that regulation, the
principal focus was on the way buildings and city plans
would affect a given society-and its many subgroups-
over time. Although Foucault has up to this point limited
himself to a few provocative statements about how bio-
power operates, it clearly involves a modern synthesis of
space, power, and knowledge. This interrelationship
provides insights into many nineteenth-century
architectural phenomena, such as workers' housing (in
which the plan emphasized separation by function, and,
where possible, by sex, while the facade provided readable
signs of upward mobility), or houses of prostitution (French
maisons closes were organized under police supervision in
special districts in 1823, in order to facilitate medical
examinations of prostitutes and surveillance of their
clients). It is also a key to understanding the emergence of
the planning profession and the numerous permutations in
architectural theory since the late eighteenth century with
their embittered battles about the past and the future, art
and sociery order and creativity.

The centrality of space under modern forms of power,
although no longer so neatly representational as it was in
the eighteenth century is perhaps even more critical for all
members of a society. "A whole history remains to be
written of spaces-which would at the same time be the
history of pwers (both of these terms in the plural)-from
the great strategies of geo-politics to the little tactics of the
habitat; institutional architecture from the classroom to the
design of hospitals, passing via economic and political
installations."ro If an obsession with space can blur an
awareness of power for some people, for Foucault it is a
way to focus clearly on the specific operations of power in
any society.

l. "Questions on Geography," from Herodote I (19?6),
reprinted in Pouter/Knowled,ge: Selected, Interoiews &
Other Vritings by Michel Foucault, 1972-1972 ed. Colin
Gordon (New York Pantheon Books, 1980), p. 69.
2. See Foucault's clearest statement on this, "How Is
Power Exercised?," published as an afterword in Hubert
Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow's Michel Foucauh: Beyond
Structuralisrn and Hermeneurics (Chicago: Univeisity of
Chicago Press,1982).
3. "The Eye of Power," published as a preface to Jeremy
Bentham, Le Panoptique (Paris, 1977), reprinted in
Gordon, Pouer/Knouledge, p. 148.
4. Discipline and, Punish: The Birth of the Prison, tr. A.
Sheridan (New York Vintage Books, 1979). p. 205.
5. Ibid., p.200.
6. "The Eye of Power," p. 156.
7. Discipline and, Punish, p.198.
8. Ibid.
9. Ibid., p. 136.
10. "The Eye of Power," p. 149.

death, no one was allowed in the streets-with the
exception of doctors and officials in their special
antiplague clothing and the wretches who carried away the
bodies. Due to the special circumstances, the officials even
had the right to appropriate private properry for
procedures of purification after a death consisted of the
evacuation of the contaminated house, followed by its
fumigation and sometimes its demolition. This was a
disciplinary mechanism carried out in space, but it
generally did not involve the design and construction of
particular buildings (although there were instances of
special enclosures for dying plague victims constructed
outside the town walls). The quarantine, however, did
entail the analysis of a geographical area; the supervision
of the inhabitants; a suspension of legal rights pertaining
to private property and freedom of movement; a hierarchy
of information and decision-making, including the
regulation of the smallest details of everyday life.
The leper colony offers the counterimage of population
control through spatial enforcement of power. The leper
was excluded from society, separated out, and stigmatized.
Yet the lepresarium was not simply a catch-all. Surgeon-
judges examined potential cases and sometimes, as in
Roule, restricted entry on the basis of certain criteria such
as membership in a guild. The authority to locate and
exile lepers into these separate communities, where they
were then required to live and die, was an act of "massive,
binary division between one set of people and another."e
The point here is the authority's right to exclude lepers

near

Richelieu's orders. Within the self-enclosed space a
hierarchical, visible, and functional order could be
established and maintained. Dwellings on the smaller,
peripheral streets were to be inhabited by families in
commerce and those who were artisans, but first the larger,
more imposing houses on the main axis (a sort of linear
Place des Vosges) were assigned to aspiring courtiers.
Richelieu shows how a technology of power-in this case,
one based on urban design-operates not simply as a
device for class domination and exploitation, but also as a
formative process in which everyone is enmeshed, and
observed.

Panopticon

An important distinction must be repeated here: These are
not so much architectural models that represent or embody
power, but rather the means for the operation of power in
space. It is the techniques for the use of these various
structures, more than the architecture itself, that allow for
an efficient expansion of power. Clearly, there are other
dimensions of the architecture that are not disciplinary,
and dimensions of discipline that are not architectural.

In fact, although Foucault definitely focuses on space as a
major aspect of the exercise of power, he is not obsessed
with buildings per se, as much as he is with cities and how
they operate. Some of his spatial examples describe tactics
that were not entirely successful; others were only
temporary actions at the time of crisis. Yet through these
experiments certain points about how power operates
through space became quite evident.

Space and Disease
A digression to two early examples of planned
environments may help clarify the point about spoce,
rather than architecture, as a means for the exercising of
particular forms of power. Beginning in the Middle Ages,
Europeans used the quarantined city as a method of
plague control for the duration of the quarantine, all
space was controlled by the officials, and all movement
through space was regulated by them. Under penalty of

Pierre for the ot 1782.

from one space and restrict them to another: one vision of
"a pure community," which Foucault links to a set of rigid
entry restrictions, followed by promiscuous intermingling
within the closed boundaries. Again, none of the spaces
Foucault cites are intended to evoke a "spirit of the age"
in which every dimension of the architecture or the activity
is unified. Foucault selects a single dimension-sometimes
a minor aspect-of these spaces and their use in order to
analyze that aspect. In this sense his theories are different
from those of Wolfflin, on the one hand, and of Marx.

Spaee and Class
For instance, the seventeenth-century French town of
Richelieu, which Foucault discussed in a I97B lecture at
the Colldge de France, is used to make a definite point
about space and class. Power, for Foucault, is not restricted
to class domination. It cannot be reduced to upper-class
ploys to control the working classes (although Foucault
certainly does not deny the use of such tactics). At
Richelieu, disciplinary ordering of space formed the basis
for the plan of an entire town, not just the basis for
temporary restrictions. This ordering was applied primarily
to the fixing and surveillance of the nobility under
conditions of luxury and privilege. The planned town of
163l was built next to the Cardinal's own chateau, and his
architect, Jacques Lemercier, designed everything from the
market square to the most lavish dwellings, following
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Interview : Michel Fbucault

!R.: _In your intelview with geographers at
Herwdote, you said that arehitecture- beeomes
p"!i{."t at the end of the eighteenth century [see
article on Foucault, p. l4l. Obviously, it was
politieal_in earlier periode, too, such aE during the
Roman Empire. Vhat is particular about the -
eighteenth eentury?

M.F.: My statement was awkward in that form. Of course
I did not mean to say that architecture was not political
before, becoming so only at that time. I only meint to say
that in the eighteenth century one sees the development of
reflection upon architecture as a function of the aims and
techniques of the government of societies. One begins to
see a form of political literature that addresses whit the
order of a society should be, what a city should be, given
the requirements of the maintenance of order; given that
one should avoid epidemics, avoid revolts, permit a decent
and moral family life, and so on. In terms of these
objectives, how is one to conceive of both the organization
of a city and the construction of a collective infristructure?
And how should houses be built? I am not saying that this
sort of reflection appears only in the eighteenth century
but only that in the eighteenth century a very broad and
general reflection on these questions takes place. If one
opens a police report of the times-the treatises that are
devoted to the techniques of government-one finds that
architecture and urbanism occupy a place of considerable
importance. That is what I meant to say,

P.R.: Among the Ancients, in Rome or Greece,
what was the differenee?

M.F.: In discussing Rome one sees that the problem
revolves around Vitruvius. Vitruvius was reinlerpreted
from the sixteenth century on, but one can find in the
sixteenth century-and no doubt in the Middle Ages as
well-many considerations of the same order as Vitruvius;
if you consider them as reflections upon. The teatises on
politics, on the art of government, on the manner of good
government, did not generally include chapters or analyses
devoted to the organization of cities or to irchitecture,

The Republic of Jean Bodin (Paris, 1577) does not contain
extended discussions of the role of architecture, whereas
the police treatises of the eighteenth century are full of
them.

P.R.: Do y-ou ryean there were teehniques and
practices, but the fiseourse did not exist?

M.F.: I did not say that discourses upon architecture did
not exist before the eighteenth century. Nor do I mean to
say that the discussions of architecture before the
eighteenth century lacked any political dimension or
significance. What I wish to point out is that from the
eighteenth century on, every discussion of politics as the
art of the government of men necessarily includes a
chapter or a series of chapters on urbanism, on collective
facilities, on hygiene, and on private architecture. Such
chapters are not found in the discussions of the art of
government of the sixteenth century. This change is
perhaps not in the reflections of architects upon
architecture, but it is quite clearly seen in the reflections of
political men.

P.R.: So it was not necessarily a ehange within the
th-"y of arehitecture itself?

M.F.: That's right. It was not necessarily a change in the
minds of architects, or in their techniques-although that
remains to be seen-but in the minds of political men in
the choice and the form of attention that they bring to
bear upon the objects that are of concern to them.
Architecture became one of these during the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries.

P.R.: Could you tell us why?

M.F.: Well, I think that it was linked to a number of
phenomena, such as the question of the city and the idea
that was clearly formulated at the beginning of the
seventeenth century that the government of a large state
like France should ultimately think of its territory on the
model of the city. The city was no longer perceived as a
place of privilege, as an exception in a territory of fields,
forests, and roads. The cities were no longer islands
beyond the common law. Instead, the cities, with the

Noted French philosopher Michel Foucault
talks with anthropologist Paul Rabinow
about architecture and its role in political
organization and social relationships.

problems that they raised, and the particular forms that
they took, served as the models forlhe governmental
rationality that was to apply to the whole of the territory.

There is an entire series of utopias or projects for
governing territory that developed on the premise that
a state is like a large city; the capital is like its main
square; the roads are like its streets. A state will be well
organized when a system of policing as tight and efficient
as that of the cities extends over the entire territory. At the
outset, the notion of police applied only to the set of
regulations that were to assure the tranquility of a city, but
at that moment the police become the very iype of
rationality for the government of the whole territory. The
model of the city became the matrix for the regulations
that apply to a whole state.

The notion of police, even in France today, is freguently
misunderstood. When one speaks to a Frenchman about
police, he can only think of people in uniform or in the
secret service. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
"police" signified a program of government rationality.
This can be characterized as a project to create a system
of regulation of the general conduct of individuals whereby
everything would be controlled to the point of self-
sustenance, without the need for intervention. This is the
rather typically French effort of policing. The English, for
a number of reasons, did not develop a comparable
system, mainly because of the parliamentary tradition on
dne hand, and the tradition of local, communal autonomy
on the other, not to mention the religious system.

One can place Napoleon almost exactly at the break
between the old-organization of the eighteenth-century
police state (understood, of course, in the sense we have
been discussing, not in the sense of the "police state" as
we have come to know it) and the forms of the modern
state, which he invented. At any rate, it seems that, during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, there appeared-
rather quickly in the case of commerce and more slowly in
all the other domains-this idea of a police that would
manage to penetrate, to stimulate, to regulate, and to
render almost automatic all the mechanisms of society.

Translntion by (Xrrietinn Hubert
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Europe from 1830 to about 1880; and revolution, such as
the series of urban revolts that shook all of Europe during
the same period. These spatial problems, which were
perhaps not new, took on a new importance.

Secondly, a new aspect of the relations of space and power
were the railroads. These were to establish a network of
communication no longer corresponding necessarily to the
traditional network of roads, but they nonetheless had to
take into account the nature of society and its history. In
addition, there are all the social phenomena that railroads
gave rise to, be they the resistances they provoked, the
transformations of population, or changes in the behavior
of people. Europe was immediately sensitive to the
changes in behavior that the railroads entailed. What was
going to happen, for example, if it was possible to get
married between Bordeaux and Nantes? Something that
was not possible before. What was going to happen when
people in Germany and France might get to know one
another? Would war still be possible once there were
railroads? In France a theory developed that the railroads
would increase familiarity among people and that the new
forms of human universality made poisible would render
war impossible. But what the people did not foresee-
although the German military command was fully aware of
it, since they were much cleverer than their French
counterpart-was that, on the contrary the railroads
rendered war far easier to wage. The third development,
which came later, was electricity.

So, there were problems in the links between the exercise
of political power and the space of a territory or the space
of cities-links that were completely new.

P.R.: So it was less a matter of architecture than
before. These are sort6 ofteehnice ofspace. . . .

M.F.: The major problems of space, from the nineteenth
century on, were indeed of a different type. Which is not
to say that problems of an architectural nature were
forgotten. In terms of the first ones I referred to-disease
and the political problems-architecture has a very
important role to play. The reflections on urbanism and on
the design of workers' housing-all of these questions-
are an area of reflection upon architecture.

P.R.: But arehitecture itself, the Ecole des Beaux-
Arts, belongs to a eompletely different set of
spatial iseues.

M.F.: That's right. With the birth of these new
technologies and these new economic processes one sees
the birth of a sort of thinking about space that is no
Ionger modeled upon the police state of the urbanization
of the territory but that extends far beyond the limits of
urbanism and architecture.

P.R.: Consequently, the Ecole des Ponts et
Chauss&s. . . .

M.F.: That's right. The Ecole des Ponts et Chauss6es and
its capital importance in political rationality in France are
part of this. It was not architects, but engineers and
builders of bridges, roads, viaducts, railways, as well as the
Polytechnicians (who practically controlled the French
railroads)-those are the people who thought out space.

P.R.: Has this situation continued up to the
present, or ane we witnessing a change in relations
between the technicians of spaee?

M.F.: We may well witness some changes, but I think that
we have until now remained with the developers of the
territory the people of the Ponts et Chauss6es, etc.

P.R.: So arehiteets ere not necessarily the master€
of space that they once wene, or believe themselves
to be.

M.F.: That's right. They are not the technicians or
engineers of the three great variables - territory
communication, and speed. These escape the domain of
architects.

P.R.: Do you see any particular arehiteetural
projeets, either in the paEt or the present, as forces
of liberation or neeistarree?

M.F.: I do not think that it is possible to say that one
thing is of the order of "liberation" and another is of the
order of "oppression." There are a certain number uf

This idea has since been abandoned. The question has
been turned around. No longer do we ask, What is the
form of governmental rationality that will be able to
penetrate the body politic to its most fundamental
elements? but rather, How is government possible? That is,
what is the principle of limitation that applies to
governmental actions such that things will occur for the
best, in conformity with the rationality of government, and
without intervention?

It is here that the question of liberalism comes up. It
seems to me that at that very moment it became apparent
that ifone governed too much, one did not govern at all-
that one provoked results contrary to those one desired.
What was discovered at that time-and this was one of
the great discoveries of political thought at the end of the
eighteenth century-was the idea of society. That is to say,
that government not only has to deal with a territory with
a domain, and with its subjects, but that it also has to deal
with a complex and independent reality that has its own
laws and mechanisms of reaction; its regulations as well as
its possibilities of disturbance. This new reality is society.
From the moment that one is to manipulate a sociery one
cannot consider it completely penetrable by police. One
must take into account what it is, It becomes necessary to
reflect upon it, upon its specific characteristics, its
constants and its variables. . . .

P.R.: So there is a ehange in the importance of
space. In the eighteenth eentury there was a
territory and the problem of governing people in
this teritory: one can ehoose as an example Ia
Mdtroplite (f682) of Alexandre leMaitre-a
utopian treatise on how to build a capital city-or
one can understand a eity as a metaphor or symbol
for the territory and how to goverrr it. AII of this is
quite spatial, whereas after Na1rcleon, society is not
necessarily oo sptialized. . . .

M.F.: That's right. On one hand, it is not so spatialized,
yet at the same time a certain number of problems that
are properly seen as spatial emerged. Urban space has its
own dangers: disease, such as the epidemies of cholera in
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things that one can say with some certainty about a
concentration camp to the effect that it is not an
instrument of liberation, but one should still take into
account-and this is not generally acknowledged-that,
aside from torture and execution, which preclude any
resistance, no matter how terrifying a given system may
be, there always remain the possibilities of resistance,
disobedience, and oppositional groupings.

On the other hand, I do not think that there is anything
that is functionally-by its very nature-absolutely
liberating. Liberty is a practice. So there may, in fact,
always be, a certain number of projects whose aim is to
modify some constraints, to loosen, or even to hreak them,
lut none of these projects can, simply by its nature, assure
that people will have liberty automatically; that it will be
established by the project itself. The liberty of men is
never assured by the institutions and Iaws that are
intended to guarantee them. This is why almost all of these
laws and institutions are quite capable of being turned
around. Not beeause they are ambiguous, but simply
because "liberty" is what must be exercised.

P.R.: Are there urban examples of this? Or
examples where arehiteete sueceeded?

M.F.: Well, up to a point there is Le Corbusier, who is
desoibed today-with a sort of cruelty that I find
perfectly useless-as a sort of crypto-Stalinist. He was, I
am sure, someone full of good intentions and what he did
was in fact dedicated to liberating effects. Perhaps the
means that he proposed were in the end less liberating
than he thought, but, once again, I think that it can never
be inherent in the structure of things to guarantee the
exercise of freedom. The guarantee of freedom is freedom.

P.R.: So you do not thirk of Le Corbusier as an
example of sueeess. You are simply saying that his
intention was liberating. Can you g,ive us a
suecessful example?

M.F.: No. h. cannot succeed. If one were to find a place,
and perhaps there are some, where liberty is effectively
exercised, one would find that this is not owing to the
order of objects, but, once again, owing to the practice of
liberty. Which is not to say that, after all, one may as well
leave people in slums thinking that they can simply
exercise their rights there.

P.R.: Meanirg that architecture in itself eannot
resolve soeial pr.oblems?

M.F.: I think that it can and does produce positive effects'
when the liberating intentions of the architect coincide
with the real practice of people in the exercise of their
freedom.

P.R.: But the sarne arehitecture ean serae other
ends.

tI.F.: Absolutely. Let me bring up another example: The
FamilistDre of Jean-Baptiste Godin at Guise (1859). The
architecture of Godin was clearly intended for the freedom
of people. Here was something that manifested the power
of ordinary workers to participate in the exercise of their
trade. It was a rather important sign and instrument of
autonomy for a group of workers. Yet no one could enter
or leave the place without being seen by everyone - an
aspect of the architecture that could be totally oppressive.
But it could only be oppressive if people were prepared to
use their own presence in order to watch over others. Let's
imagine a community of unlimited sexual practices that
might be established there. It would once again become a
place of freedom. I think it is somewhat arbitrary to try to
dissociate the effective practice of freedom by people, the
practice of social relations, and the spatial distributions in
which they find themselves. If they are separated, they
become impossible to understand. Each can only be
understood through the other.

P.R.: Yet people have often attempted to find
qtopian sehemes to liberate people, or to oppress
them.

M.F.: Men have dreamed of liberating machines. But
there are no machines of freedom, by definition. This is
not to say that the exercise of freedom is completely
indifferent to spatial distribution, but it can only function
when there is a certain convergence; in the case of
divergence or distortion it immediately becomes the
opposite of that which had been intended. The panoptic
qualities of Guise could perfectly well have allowed it to be
used as a prison. Nothing could be simpler. It is clear that,
in fact, the Familistdre may well have served as an
instrument for discipline and a rather unbearable group
pressure.

P.R.: So once again the intention of the arehitect is
not the fundamental daermining factor.

M.F.: Nothing is fundamental. That is what is interesting
in the analysis of society. That is why nothing irritates me
as much as these inquiries-which are by definition
metaphysical-on the foundations of power in a society or
the self-institution of a society, etc. These are not
fundamental phenomena. There are only reciprocal
relations, and the perpetual gaps between intentions in
relation to one another.

P.R.: You have singled out doctors, prison
wandens, priests, judges, and psyehiatrists as key
fuures in the political configurations that involve
domination. Would you put arehiteets on this list?

Conference on alcoholism in the auditorium of the
prison at Fresnes,

Michel Foucauh on a uisit to the [Jnhtersity of Southem
Califomia" (photo: Michael Yad.a/ Time Magazine)

M.F.: You know, I was not really attempting to describe
figures of domination when I referred to doctors and
people like that, but rather to describe people through
whom power passed or who are important in the fields of
power relations. A patient in a mental institution is placed
within a field of fairly complicated power relations, which
Erving Goffman analyzed very well. The pastor in a
Christian or Catholic church (in Protestant churches it is
somewhat different) is an important link in a set of power
relations. The architect is not an individual of that sort.

After all, the architect has no power over me. If I want to
tear down or change a house he built for me, put up new
partitions, add a chimney, the architect has no control. So
the architect should be placed in another category-which
is not to say that he is not totally foreign to the
organization, the implementation, and all the techniques of
power that are exercised in a society. I would say that one
must take him-his mentaliry his attitude-into account
as well as his projects, in order to understand a certain
number of the techniques of power that are invested in
architecture, but he is not comparable to a docto4 a priest,
a psychiatrist, or a prison warden.

P.R.: "Post-modernismo'has reeeived a great deal
of attention neeentlv in architeetural circles. It is
also beirg talked a6out in philosophy, notably by
Jean-Frangois Lyotard and Jurgen Habermas.
Clearly, historical neferenee and language play an
important role in the modern episteme. How do
you see post-moderrrism, both as arehiteeture and
in terms of the historieal and philosophical
questions that are posed by it?

M.F.: I think that there is a widespread and facile
tendency, which one should combat, to designate that
which has just occurred as the primary enemy as if this
were always the principal form of oppression from which
one had to liberate oneself. Now, this simple attitude
entails a number of dangerous consequences: first, an
inclination to seek out some cheap form of archaism or
some imaginary past forms of happiness that people did
not, in fact, have at all. For instance, in the areas that
interest me, it is very amusing to see how contemporary
sexuality is described as something absolutely terrible. To
think that it is only possible now to make love after
turning off the television! and in mass-produced beds!
"Not like that wonderful time when . . ." Well, what about
those wonderful times when people worked eighteen hours
a day and there were six people in a bed, if one was lucky
enough to have a bed! There is in this hatred of the
present or the immediate past a dangerous tendency to
invoke a completely mythical past. Secondly, there is the
problem raised by Habermas: if one abandons the work of
Kant or Weber, for example, one runs the risk of lapsing
into irrationality.
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Aboae: 17th centuty town of Richelieu, France, showing
c_o-ntrol through pp_atial ordeing. (photo: Bibliothbque
Nationale, Paris) Right, aboue:-Li Corbusier; plnn-of a
contemporaty city for 3 million people; 1922. Belou:
Facades and site plnn showing the principal o*is of
Richelieu. Far Right, oboae: Plan of Karlsruhe, built in
1715 as a_hunting retreat for. Karl WiJhelm, tnargraae of
Baden. Below: Claude-Nicolns Ledoux, perspectiae uiew oJ'
the second projectfor the toun of Choux; c. 1773.

I am completely in agreement with this, but at the same
time, our question is quite different I think that the
central issue of philosophy and critical thought since the
eighteenth century has always been, still is, and will, I
hope, remain the question, What is this Reason that we
use? What are its historical effects? What are its limits,
and what are its dangers? How can we exist as rational
beings, fortunately committed to practicing a rationality
that is unfortunately crisscrossed by intrinsic dangers? One
should remain as close to this question as possible, keeping
in mind that it is both central and extremely difficult to
resolve. In addition, if it is extremely dangerous to say that
Reason is the enemy that should be eliminated, it is just as
dangerous to say that any critical guestioning of this
rationality risks sending us into irrationality. One should
not forget-and I'm not saying this in order to criticize
rationality, but in order to show how ambiguous things are

- it was on the basis of the flamboyant rationality of
Social Darwinism that racism was formulated, becoming
one of the most enduring and powerful ingredients of
Nazism. This was, of course, an iriationality, but an
irrationality that was at the same time, after all, a certain
form of rationality. . . .

This is the situation that we are in and that we must
combat. If intellectuals in general are to have a function, if
critical thought itself has a function, and, even more
specifically, if philosophy has a function within critical
thought, it is precisely to accept this sort of spiral, this sort
of revolving door of rationality that refers us to its
necessity, to its indispensabiliry and at the same time, to
its intrinsic dangers.

P.R.: All that being said, it would be fair to say
that you are much less afraid of historieism and
the play of historical refenenees than someone like
Habermas is; aleo that this issue has been posed in
architeeture as alrnost a crisis of civillzation by the
defenders of modernism, who ontend thar if we
abandon modern architecture for a frivolous retum
to decoration and motifs, we are somehow
abandoning civilization. On the other hand, sorre
post-modemiste have claimed that historical
references per se are somehow meaningftl and are
going to protect us from the dangers of an overly
rationalized world.

M.F.: Although it may not answer your question, I would
say this: One should totally and absolutely suspect
anything that claims to be a return. One reason is a logical
one; there is in fact no such thing as a return. History and
the meticulous interest applied to history is certainly one
of the best defenses against this theme of the return. For
me, the history of madness or the studies of the
prison . . . were done in that precise manner because I
knew full well-this is in fact what aggravated many
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people-that I was carrying out an historical analysis in
such a manner that people could crilircize the present, but
it was impossible for them to say, "Let's go back to the
good old days when madmen in the eighteenth
century. . . ." o., "Let's go back to the days when the
prison was not one of the principal instruments. . . ." No; I
think that history preserves us from that sort of ideology of
the return.

P.R.: Hence, the simple opposition between neason
and history is rather silly. . . . qhooging sides
between the two. . . .

M.F.: Yes Well, the problem for Habermas is, after all, to
make a transcendental mode of thought spring forth
against any historicism. I am, indeed, far more historicist
and Nietzschean. I do not think that there is a proper
usage of history or a proper usage of intrahistorical
analysis-which is fairly lucid, by the way-that works
precisely against this ideology of the return. A good study
of peasant architecture in Europe, for example, would
show the utter vanity of wanting to return to the little
individual house with its thatched roof. History protects us
from historicism-from a historicism that calls on the past
to resolve the questions of the present.

P.R.: It also reminds us that there is alwavs a
history; that those modernists who wanted to
suppness any referrnce to the past wene making a
mistake.

Enfanx du Paradis, and it is historically exact. One of the
characters, Lacenaire, was-no one mentions it-a swine
and a pimp who used young boys to attract older men and
then blackmailed them; there is a scene that refers to this.
lt required all the naivete and antihomosexuality of the
Surrealists to overlook that fact. So the baths continued to
exist, as a place of sexual encounters. The bath was a sort
of cathedral of pleasure at the heart of the city, where
people could go as often as they want, where they walked
about, picked each other up, met each other, took their
pleasure, ate, drank, discussed. . . .

P.R.: So sex was not separated fr.om the other
pleasures. It was inscribed in the @nter of the
eities. It was public; it served a purlrcse. . . .

M.F.: That's right. Sexuality was obviously considered a
social pleasure for the Greeks and the Romans. What is
interesting about male homosexuality today-this has
apparently been the case of female homosexuals for some
time - is that their sexual relations are immediately
translated into social relations and the social relations are
understood as sexual relations. For the Greeks and the
Romaris, in a different fashion, sexual relations were
located within social relations in the widest sense of the
term. The baths were a place of sociality that included
sexual relations.

One can directly compare the bath and the brothel. The
brothel is in fact a place, and an architecture, of pleasure.
There is, in fact, a very interesting form of sociality that
was studied by Alain Corbin rn Les Filles d,e Noces
(Aubier, l97B). The men of the city met at the brothel; they
were tied to one another by the fact that the same women
passed through their hands, that the same diseases and
infections were communicated to them, There was a
sociality of the brothel; but the sociality of the baths as it
existed among the ancients - a new version of which could
perhaps exist again-was completely different from the
sociality of the brothel.

P.R.: We now know a great deal about disciplinary
architeetune. What about eonfessional rrchitecture

-the kind of arehitecture that would be asgociared
with a eonfeseional technologT?

M.F.: You mean religious architecture? I think that it has
been studied. There is the whole problem of a monastery
as xenophobic. There one finds piecise regulations
concerning life in common; affecting sleeping, eating,
prayer, the place of each individual in all of that, the cells.
All of this was programmed from very early on.

P.R.: In a technology of power, of eonfession ag
opposed to diseipline, spaee Esems to play a cenral
role as well.

M.F.: Of course.

P.R.: Your next two hooks deal with sexuality
among the Greeks and the Early Christians. Ar€
there any particular arehitectural dirnensions to the
issues you discuse?

M.F.: I didn't find any; absolutely none. But what is
interesting is that in Imperial Rome there were, in fact,
brothels, pleasure quarters, criminal areas, etc., and there
was also one sort of quasi-public place of pleasure: the
baths, the thennes. The baths were a very important place
of pleasure and encounter, which slowly disappeared in
Europe. In the Middle Ages, the baths were still a place of
encounter between men and women as well as of men with
men and women with women, although that is rarely
talked about. What was referred to and condemned, as
well as practiced, were the encounters between men and
women, which disappeared over the course of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries.

P.R.: In the Arab world it continuee.

M.F.: Yes; but in France it has largely ceased. It still
existed in the nineteenth century. One sees it in les
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Textile workshop at Jouy,
, 1785. Nat., Paris)

Detail of a Philadelphia prison in the early 19th century,

M.F.: Yes. Space is fundamental in any form of communal
life; space is fundamental in any exercise of power. To
make a parenthetical remark, I recall having been invited,
in 1966, by a group of architects to do a study of space, of
something that I called at that time "heterotopias," those
singular spaces to be found in some given social spaces
whose functions are different or even the opposite of
others. The architects worked on this, and at the end of
the study someone spoke up-a Sartrean psychologist-
who firebombed me, saying that space is reactionary and
capitalist, bt history and becoming are revolutionary. This
absurd discourse was not at all unusual at the time. Today
everyone would be convulsed with laughter at such a
pronouncement, but not then.

P.R.: Architeets in partieular, if they do choose to
analyze an institutional buildiry such as a hospital
or a sehool in terms of its disciplinary funetion,
would tend to foeus primarily on the walls. After
all, that is what they design. Your approach is
perhaps more eoneerned with space, rather than
arehiteeture, in that the physieal walls are only one
aspect of the institution. How would you
eharaeterize the fifference between these two
appnoaches, between the building itself and spaee?

M.F.: I think there is a difference in method and
approach. It is true that for me, architecture, in the very
vague analyses of it that I have been able to conduct, is
only taken as an element of support, to insure a certain
allocation of people in space, a canalization of their
circulation, as well as the coding of their reciprocal
relations. So it is not only considered as an element in
space, but is especially thought of as a plunge into a field
of social relations in which it brings about some specific
effects.

For example, I know that there is an historian who is
carrying out some interesting studies of the archaeology of
the Middle Ages, in which he takes up the problem of
architecture, of houses in the Middle Ages, in terms of the
problem of the chimney. I think that he is in the process of
showing that beginning at a certain moment it was
possible to build a chimney inside. the house - a chimney
with a hearth, not simply an open room or a chimney
outside the house; that at that moment all sorts of things
changed and relations between individuals became
possible. All of this seems very interesting to me, but the
conclusion that he presented in an article was that the
history of ideas and thoughts is useless.

What is, in fact, interesting is that the two are rigorously
indivisible. Why did people struggle to find the way to put
a chimney inside a |rouse? Or why did they put their
techniques to this use? So often in the history of
techniques it takes years or even centuries to implement

Robert Mapplethorpe. James

them. It is certain, and of capital importance, that this
technique was a formative influence upon new human
relations, but it is impossible to think that it would have
been developed and adapted had there not been in the
play and strategy of human relations something which
tended in that direction. What is interesting is always
interconnection, not the primacy of this over that, whirh
never has any meaning.

P.R.: In yonr book Les Mots et les Choses yoru
eonstructed certain vivid spatial metaphors to
describe stmctures of thought. Why do you think
spatial images are so evocative for these referenees?
What is the relationship between these spatial
metaphors descfiing fiseiplines and more
concrete deseriptions of institutional spaces?

M.F.: h is quite possible that since I was interested in the
problems of space I used quite a number of spatial
metaphors in Les Mots et les Choses, but usually these
metaphors were not ones that I advanced, but ones that I
was studying as objects. What is striking in the
epistemological mutations and transformations of the
seventeenth century is to see how the spatialization of
knowledge was one of the factors in the constitution of this
knowledge as a science. If the natural history and the
classifications of Linneas were possible, it is for a certain
number of reasons: on the one hand, there was literally a
spatialization of the very object of their analyses, since
they gave themselves the rule of studying and classifying a
plant only on the basis of that which was visible. They
didn't even want to use a microscope. All the traditional
elements of knowledge, such as the medical functions of
the plant, fell away. The object was spatialized.
Subsequently, it was spatialized insofar as the principles of
classification had to be found in the very structure of the
plant: The number.of elements, how they were arranged,
their size, etc., and certain other elements, like the height
of the plant. Then there was the spatialization into
illustrations within books, which was only possible with
certain printing techniques. Then the spatialization of the
reproduction of the plants tlemselves, which was
represented in books. All of these are spatial techniques,
not metaphors.

P-R.: Is the aetual plan for a buildi.g-the preeise
dratl,ing that beeomes walls and windows-the
sarne forrn of diseourse aE, say, a hierarehical
pyramid that describes rather preeieely relations
between people not only in spaee but also in social
life?

M.F.: Well, I think there are a few simple and exceptional
examples in which the architectural means reproduce; with
more or less emphasis, the social hierarchies. There is the
model of the military camp, where the military hierarchy is

to be read in the ground itself, by the place occupied by
the tents and the buildings reserved for each rank. It
reproduces precisely through architecture a pyramid of
power; but this is an exceptional example, as is everything
miltary-privileged in society and of an extreme
simplicity.

P.R.: But the plan itself is not always an aeeount of
relations or power.

M.F.: No. Fortunately for human imagination, things are
a little more complicated than that.

P.R.: Arehitecture is not, of eourse, a constant: it
has a long tradition of changing preoceupations,
changing systems, fifferent rules. The satoir of.
arehiteeture is partly the history of the profession,
partly the evolution of a ssienee of construction,
and partly a rewriting of aesthetie theories. What
do you think is particular about this forrn of
sarnir? Is it more like a natural scienee, or what
you have called a "dubious seience"?

M.F.: I can't exact, say that this distinction between
sciences that are certain and those that are uncertain is of
no interest-that would be avoiding the question-but I
must say that what interests me more is to focus on what
the Greeks called the techne, that is to say, a practical
rationality governed by a conscious goal. I am not even
sure if it is worth constantly asking the question of
whether government can be the object of an exact science.
On the other hand, if architecture, like the practice of
government and the practice of other forms of social
organization, is considered as a techne, possibly using
elements of sciences like physics, for example, or statistics,
etc. . . , that is what is interesting. But if one wanted to do
a history of architecture, I think that it should be much
more along the lines of that general history of the techne,
rather than the histories of either the exact sciences or the
inexact ones. The disadvantage of this word techne,l
realize, is its relation to the word "technology," which has
a very specific meaning. A very narrow meaning is given
to "technology": one thinks of hard technology, the
technology of wood, of fire, of electricity. Whereas
government is also a function of technology: the
government of individuals, the government of souls, the
government of the self by the self, the government of
families, the government of children, and so on. I believe
that if one placed the history of architecture back in this
general history of. techne, in this wide sense of the word,
one would have a more interesting guiding concept than
by considering opposition between the exact sciences and
the inexact ones.

8-;
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*A Yilla on the dunes of Normandy
oneived like one of these ships
would be morrc appropriate than
those h*.ry "Norrnandy roofso" so
very, very old! But it would perhaps
be elaimed that this was not a
maritime style!"

Le Corbusier, Touails a Nan Archilecnre, 1923

In an age when "Normandy roofs," whether mansarded or
shingled, have become the signa of a revived nostalgia for
a pre-machine-age world, the very survival of a style that
might with justice be termed "maritime" according to the
tenets of the 1920s would in itself be remarkable. It is all
the more ironic that such a manner, developed with
formidable consistency
now be seen as a style.

in the work of Richard Meier, must
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- no\{

our own less confident, post-utopian sensibility lacks
resonance.
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The "IannorciEre," ill,ustration frorn Le Corbusicr's Vers une architecture.
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"Like sorne country hotrce fro* the 7B%)s, it sprauls
ahng aru afris, askrng us to read, its narratiae fro* left
to right-from library to entrance, to chnpel-as r,f
the whole story of the prograrn u)ere lnid out fro*
knouiledge to faith, indiaifinl to commurity."

Vidler on Meier

liner
vast

masses

And yet, more than any other practicing architect in the
U.S., Richard Meier prdsents himself as the heir to a
didactic modernism framed on the one hand by the tenet
"A house is a machine for living in," and on the other by
the paradigm of the Dom-ino House, Le Corbusier's
attempt to weld classicism to reinforced-concrete

In Meier's most recently completed institutional building,
the Seminary at Hartfoid (completed in summer of l98l['
all these motifs are deployed with a dramatic force and
technical virtuosity that seems at once to pay homage to
their origins and to transform the vocabulary into a
working language of its own. The Dom-ino frame is there,
but, as in many of Meier's other projects, it has been
complicated and developed into an expressive device in its
own right; the undulating walls of the free-plan are there,
but they now have escaped from the grid, and turned into
volumetric wrappings that articulate-sometimes as walls,
sometimes as roofs-the building's major functions; the
prornenade architecturale, marked by stairs, walkways, and
continuous railings, seems to play in and out of the
building, for all intents and purposes tying together the
otherwise-fragmented volumes. In the overall diagram,
reference is made to the firm back wall of stairs and
services, which is often found in Le Corbusier, and
functions consistently as an organizing device for Meier in
both private houses and public buildings.

The overall massing of the building, however, is hardly
Corbusian; ratheq its composition is Romantic, its volumes
self-consciously assembled in favor of the random view, the
chance effect. Like some country house from the 1890s, it
sprawls along an axis, asking us to read its narrative from
left to right-from library to entrance, to chapel-as if
the whole story of the program were laid out fiom
knowledge to faith; individual to community. Its pattern
reads more like that of the picaresque novel than of any
classical prototype: Trisnm Shandy more than Alexand'er
Pope. We are referred away from the world of Phileban
solids and neoclassical types, toward a picturesque genre
in which each functional element exhibits its difference;
where the total idea of the institution must be pieced
together by a moving observer. Here unity is piovided not
by the tightly controlled and overriding grid and skin of
Dom-ino, but by the uniform wrapping and the total
coherence of the vocabulary.

The insistence of this fundamentally empiical genre over
the classical norms that generated its style of
representation is revealed in the entrance sequence,
where, rather than being turned by the elaborate plays
between movement and formal structure present in Le
Corbusier, we are led without mediation into and through
the building; form accommodates movement as if bound
by a diagram of circulation, rather than informed by a
consciousness of the meaning to be derived from the
stages of passage.

In the case of the villa at Garches, for example, which was
a play on the Palladian convention, the approach to the
block is indirect; as if he had been conscious of the fragile
nature of the taut skin stretched over the edge of the slibs,
Le Corbusier protected the wall from direct penetration.
The visitor traverses the facade from one side to the other,
turned by the impossibility of entering the servants' door,
passing in front of the center-the proper entry point for
any Palladian villa-and finally entering beneath the
airplane-wing canopy. In the public version of this
promenade, the penitent on his way to cleanliness from the
streets of Paris to the Salvation Army hostel (192G33) is
moved through a series of pavilions parallel to the main
dormitory block before being allowed to puncture the
surface of the narrow slab. In both cases the tension of the
entry wall is inoeased, and the stiength of its fragile
surface reinforced.

In the first case, this means for Meier all the

characterized in 1923, referring to the
as elements both

the human

'lno House represents the attempt to

Hartford Seminary. View from northeast. (photo: Ezra
Stoller/ESTO)

to
construct such modern forms according to rules of
composition based not on mechanical, but on architectural
typologies. The utilization of such a purist aesthetic has
provided a consistent vocabulary for Meier, in most of his
private houses and many of his public institutions: the
themes run clearly from the Smith House (196Q to the
Hartford Seminary.

Such a self-consciously lived debt to modernism places a
special burden on criticism: his works cannot be entirely
detached from the Corbusian canon, from which they
derive much of their aesthetic force and conceptual unity;
nor can they be totally separated from a "post-modernist"
context, where the operative criteria call for them to be
seen as so many consumable examples of a dated and
already eclectic style. Neither "authentically" Modern in
an age that is nostalgic for roots, however tenuous these
might be, nor completely "post-modern" - insofar as the
term refers to an unabashed historicism-Meier's
buildings stand equivocal and hallucinatory suspended
between past and present. Their dreamlike quality is
enhanced by their very perfection; untouched by time, and
technically perfect; even, as in the case of the Seminary
divided from the ground by a thin black line. They seem
to ask for special consideration in an age preoccupied by
the ruin, the fantastic past, the comfortable colorsof
childhood trips to Tuscany. They are also hybrids. In spite
of the white panels, the nautical imagery, and the exposed
frames, they cannot be seen in quite the same way as
1920s-Le Corbusier. A first attempt at interpretation might
well examine this primary debt to Corbusian formulas.

The Dom-ino House diagram, invented by Le Corbusier
between l9l4 and 1920, was in itself simple enough. A
structure of slabs and free-standing columns, it served first
to present the basic elements of reinforced-concrete
construction in polemical form: a kind of "primitive hut"
of modernism, it demonstrated the potential for
architecture to free itself from load-bearing walls, to raise
itself up from the ground on pilotis, to utilize the roof as a
new ground, to accept within this general frame all the
specificities of modern life articulated in the free plan. On
another level, the Dom-ino diagram was a highly
sophisticated aesthetic device: geometrically controlled
according to the Golden Section rectangle; tensioned along
its sides by the curtain-wall hung in front of the column
grid; additive at its ends, Iike a domino, it proposed a
dynamic interplay between vertical skin and horizontal
slab, virtually demanding the dialectic of free-plan
elements that was to inhabit it with Garches (1927) and
Poissy (1929-31).

In another sense,however, the Dom-ino \,yas an empty
frame, awaiting inhabitation by a historically derived'type,
whether the Charterhouse of Ema or the Villa
Malcontenta. At a first level of signification, the interplay
between the spatial structure of Dom-ino and the
abstracted order of the particular historical type proposed
a conversation, as it were, between a universal idea of
architecture in general and a cultural notion of institution;
between the natural and the conventional. This
conversatio4., brilliantly described for the villa at Garches
by Colin Rowe, further generated a series of moves, some
reinforcing the original type, some cutting against the
received use patterns or spatial organizations.

Inhabitation of the type also demanded formal recognition;
and this by means of the promenade architecturale, The
promenade allowed the introduction of dynamism, of
progressive movement as a formal element into the
composition - a literal symbol of modernist futurism -while retaining for an abstract and largely spatially
determined utopia a link with temporality, with history
itself. No longer was architecture to signify by means of
historical styles, but the natural history of life inside the
building would be exhibited by the interaction of ramps,
walkways, galleries, and stairs that formed a system of
movement interlaced with the system of structure. The first
projects for Garches illustrate this dialectic in its pure
form.

At Hartford, however, a building equally as narrow as that
of the Salvation Army hostel is entered directly from the
street on axis, protected only by a frame around an
exterior stair: the wall itself is pulled back, as if in reaction
to this assault, behind the columns. A direct path links the
entry hall with the rear main stair affording the visitor
only the briefest pause, on the threshold, as it were, aware
of the major cross-axis of the first floor, as it passes across
the entryway to right and left. Running between library
and meeting hall, this passage is pressed against the front
wall of the building. Any potential tension that would act
to give meaning to the turn to the left-the route of
knowledge-or to the right-toward community and God

- is dissolved by the immediate turn required; equally, the
power of the back wall of stairs and services, from which
all volumes are projected, is lost on the first floor, and the
clarity that appears on the next two floors by virtue of the
main corridor is disseminated within a labyrinth of interior
rooms. In this way the virtues of a layered and stratified
plan, which presents to the user a clear set of planes,
lateral and phenomenal, against which enclosed volumes
may be read and penetrated, is defused, as if the demand
for literal movement has overcome all pretense to working
on the level of language.

In a similar literal manner the apparently intricate network
of passageways-marks of the promenad,e architecturale-
is, in fact, a piecemeal set of incidents, inserted where
particular opportunities present themselves; the promenade

-which serves in modernist architecture as an essential

fbooe, top: Interior of the Chapel. Below: Reception area"
lggking along c_ourtyard wall toward entrance to library.
(photos: Ezra Stoller/ E STO)
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"lYeither 'ou,thentically' Modnm in an age thnt is
nostalgic for roots, houteaer tenuous, nor completety
'post-modem'-irrstfor as the term refers to an
unabashed historirisrn - Meier's build,ings stand
equiaocal arud hnllucinntory between, past and present."

narrative key to the e:rperience of the whole building-is
here fragmented, if not ruined, as notations of a system
once existing, now exhausted by the demands of empirical
reality.

Perhaps the most evident divergence from Corbusian
precedent, which also reveals Meier's continuous debt to
the more functionalist Gropius, is the absence of any
overall referent, or type, by which we might measure the
institutional value and cultural significance of this
seminary among all other religious and educational
buildings. Even as in the New Harmony Atheneum (1978),
we find no trace of the "museum" type as it was carefully
elaborated throughout the nineteenth century or even as it
was reinvented by Le Corbusier himself (nor, for that
matter, do we find echoes in the plan of this building of
the New Harmony community plans of George Rapp or
Robert Owen). In Hartford all such cultural reference is
eschewed in favor of a universal architecture that indeed
speaks about route and passage, about entry and exit, but
holds no more specific reference to its public social role
than do Meier's earlier houses to their private, individual
function. Only the foiecourt of the building, framed on
one side by the chapel, and on another by a screen and
stair to the upper deck, makes some reference to a cloister;
but this is more in terms of image than in any
organizational sense.

Like a beached 1920s liner, like some Robinson Crusoe of
Modernism stranded on the greensward, the Hartford
Seminary is at once nostalgic - an emblem of an elegant
past of yacht clubs and first-class cruises - and inevitable

-a sophisticated machine, wrapped in the latest of paper-
thin wrappings and baked irredeemably white. It presents
itself as the completion of a hope, the realization of
functionalist utopia: the objective result of that evolution
of technology predicted by l'esprit nouueau. It is as if what
was proclaimed as future by modernism, and clumsily
anticipated in stucco, paint, and welded iron is here
deposited as fact. What was before promised is now
delivered.

We are forced to the conclusion that the Corbusian
language of Meier hides a more "objective,"
accommodatingr €v€n pragmatic, architecture, where
history is finally dispensed with in favor of the satisfaction
of immediate need. In one sense, of course, this was the
radical premise of a modernism dedicated to "starting
again"; and we should not be displeased to find a renewed
Sachlichkeit decked out in less austere clothes than the
1920s would have allowed. In another sense, however, such
a relentless pursuit of fact and event marks the point at
which the Modern Movement as a whole was forced again
and again to admit its failure in front of society. And while
a sense of the historical and cultural has, in the wake of
this failure, led to much work that has to be classified as
the kitsch of nostalgia, and to far too many singular and
empty images of one past or another, it is also true that
this sense of the historical, of the context in which culture
develops, has stimulated much of the better work on
typologies, both urban and institutional, in the last decade.
If the endless debates over "meaning in architecture"
have any productive end, it is in the idea that the spatial
accommodation of social institutions is a matter of
meaning in and of itsell and that renewed meaning can
only be engendered when previous forms of occupation are
taken as the starting point for our own inventions.

Project: The Hartford Seminary Hartford, Connecticut.
Arehitect: Richard Meier & Partners. Richard Meier and
Gerald Gurland, principals-in-charge; project team: Bruce
Nagel, Philip Babb, David Woolf, Paul Aferiat, Alan
Schwabenland.
Size: 22000 s.f.
Structure and materials: Steel frame with white
porcelain enameled steel facade,
Interiors: Richard Meier & Partners
Landseape: The office of P. De Bellis
Client: The Hartford Seminary Hartford, Connecticut.

Abooe: Le Corbusier Dom-ino House prototype. Belou, top
to bottom: Le Corbusie4 early sketch for the oilla at
Garches; 1922 Le Corbusier second story plan for the La
Roche-Jeanneret house, 1923. Le Corbusier, Sahsation Arm.y
Building (Cite de R"f"ed, Paris; 1933. Right, top to
bottom: Le Corbusier's sketch of the four types of
composition; 1929. Richard Meier Atheneum, New
Harmony Indiana; a.xonometric, 1976. Richard Meier
Hartford Seminaty, fi.rst fioor plan. Richard Meier,
H ar tfo rd, S e minary, asono m e tr ic.
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Thehsted
"It would stink in the nostils of the Ameican people to
haae it sai.d thot the Presi.dent of the United Sntes hod,
approoed, a bill ooerrunning an appropriation of 520,0N
/or flub-dubs for this damned old. house, when the soldiers
cannot haae blankets."

-President Abraham Lincoln
to his wife, Mary, 1862

I-Ipstairs with
Naney and Ronnie

a

widely
and

highly controversial
redecoration of the

private quarters of the
White House for President and Mrs. Reagan seems to be
"stinking in the nostrils" of a majority of the American
people today, if a Gallup Poll commissioned late last year
by Newsweek is any indication. Sixty-two percent of the
respondents in that survey believed that Nancy Reagan
"puts too much emphasis on style and elegance during a
time of Federal budget cuts and economic hardships.'' As
well they might, given her staggering expenditure of
almost $l million on the White House during her
husband's first year in office.

Yet the only way the house's owners could judge the
changes wrought by their most recent tenants was either if
they had been among the major contributors to the effort
(the Reagans gave a private show-around for them when
the work was completed), or if they had $4.95 to spare for
the December I9Bl "Collector's Edition" of Architectural
Digest. But even that less costly second alternative was no
doubt beyond the means of many of America's 9,000,000
jobless. Dlgesf was at first granted exclusive (and
apparently perpetual) publication rights to the project.
While a few carefully posed "candids" of the Reagans in
the refurbished rooms were made available by the White
House, the Digest photos were not released to the press in
general on the grounds that the redecoration had already
generated too much negative criticism. Only after an
outcry from other publications- including The New York
Times-were five of the Drgest photos subsequently
permitted to run elsewhere. Apparently the
demographically dazzling Digest rcadership, used to
monthly presentations of $100,00Ga-room decorating, was
deemed sufficiently wise to the ways (and priees) of
professional designers so as not to be too shocked by what
the Reagans actually spent all that money on. Whereas the
buyers of People, The NationaL Enquirer, or The Star just
wouldn' t - w ell - unde re tan d abott thin gs like what
they're asking for handpainted wallpaper these days, or
even just the cost of labor or there being absolutely
nothing even possible from Brunschwig or Lee/Jofa or
Stroheim & Romann for less than $75 a yard; and of
course there's the lining and the welting and the quilting
. . . and it can all add up. What the poor don't know, the
message seems to be, won't hurt us. Thus the uninitiated
(or unemployed) reader will have to use his or her powers
of visual imagination to conjure up much of what remains
unillustratable.

The Wlite House was originally built to the designs of
James Hoban from1792 to 1800, and was reconstructed
from l8l5 to l8l7 to the designs of Benjamin Latrobe after
the building was burned by the British during the War of
1812. Its fenestration indicates two stories, but it is actually
composed of four floors containing 132 rooms. The below-
grade ground floor has several reception rooms, the
Library workrooms, offices, and storage. On the main, or
State Floor, are the East, Green, Blue, Red, State Dining,
and Family Dining Rooms. The Reagan redecoration was
focused on the second floor, with its semipublic Treaty
Room, Lincoln and Queens' Bedrooms, and the sitting
rooms, bedrooms, dressing rooms, and personal offices
used by the presidential family; and the attic-level third
floor, with its Solarium, Center Sitting Hall, and a number
of small guest rooms. (The decoration of the public rooms
comes under the jurisdiction of the Curator of the White
House, Clement E. Conger, who is now seeking to establish
a permanent $2S-million endowment to cover acquisitions
and repairs.)

Maffn Filler

Famtly

The Reagans' new design scheme was the work of Ted
Graber, a Los Angeles interior decorator who had
previously done the houses of several of the Reagans'
closest friends in Bel Air and Beverly Hills. Graber's
approach might be termed "California Conservative
Eclectic": a fairly predictable formula of English and
French antiques and reproductions mixed with Oriental
accent pieces and accessories. He also has an unfortunate
tendency to excessive matching, color-coordinated wdl-to-
wall carpeting, and stiff window treatments that give his
rooms an unpleasantly hermetic quality. This is a decidedly
Non-U sensibility, the perfect background for people who
own Boehm birds and Atmos clocks, which come in
airtight glass cases and never need to be wound.

A summary of Graber's aesthetic shortcomings can be
quickly grasped from the first spread of the l&page color
Digest totr, in his treatment of the second-floor Central
Hall and West Sitting Hall. The Central Hall, which
extends from east to west as the main circulation spine of
the family quarters, is an awkward space: windowless, too
wide to be a mere corridor, too narrow to be a real living
room. Graber has opted for a third possibility by making it
look like a furniture showroom. The Central Hall is now a
forest of chair and table legs growing out of vast, arid
stretches of solid beige carpeting, Aside from the fact that
the White House has splendid parquet floors (which are
now for the most part obscured by the ubiquitous
broadloom), Graber's choice of wall-to-wall carpeting vrras

particularly ill-advised, because his numerous groupings of
furniture would have been much better defined and
visually anchored by smaller area rugs. Bushy, boring floor
plants (Chinese evergreens and what Jacqueline Kennedy
used to derisively call "hotel palms") add to an
institutional feeling that is not allayed by the dense array
of bibelots and framed photographs that are meant to
signify the personal touch.

One of the most egregious design errors has been
committed in the adjacent West Sitting Hall. Among the
White House's most distinguished architectural features
are Hoban's gracefully arched fan windows at the east and
west ends of the second floor. They are now covered by
square-cornered curtains that cut off the tops and sides of
the arches, killing their unusual outlines. (It must be added
that a similar window treatment existed before the Reagan
redecoration, but during the Kennedy and Johnson
Administrations a much better curtain design revealed and
emphasized the shape of the window.) Jacqueline
Kennedy's favorite upstairs interior had been the elliptical
room that she had redecorated in 1962 with Louis XVI
antiques (a style known to have been favored by Thomas
Jefferson) and renamed the Yellow 0val Room. The color
remains to this day, but that is about all. Most of the fine
French pieces purchased for that room have been
dispersed to other parts of the house. Brand-new Louie
Schmooey gilded coffee tables with dark-red marble tops
now face the yellow damask sofas, which, astonishingly,
have self-fabric protective covers over the arm-rests (as do
the armchairs in the President's second-floor study). This is
a detail so at odds with Nancy Reagan's usual "lit-'em-eat-
quiche" attitude that it is about as explicable as her
emerging from Monsieur Marc's wearing a hairnet. But
old housekeeping obsessions die hard.
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"Graber lws an urufortunate tend,erlry to excessiue

mntchirug, color-coordinnted woll-tounll carp eting, arud
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Second Floor Plan
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West Sitting

The President's and First Lady's second-floor offices are a

study in contrasts. His hideaway, with its eye-popping red-
and-white floral chintz (the decorative equivalent of those
loud plaid jacke* he favors), its solid red wall-towall
carpeting, and its fire chiefs horn cleverly converted into a

lanip baie, could just as well be the office of the CEO of
any-major American corporation. Her office is pale mint
green with the inevitable matching broadloom. One wall of
Nancy Reagan's office is covered with 25 gilt'framed
reproductions of botanical watercolorsl a photograph qf
England's Queen Mother sits next to the phone. The First
Lady's apricot dressing room in *re southwest corner of
the second floor has the same apricot aura of nouoeou,

riche chichi as the interior of Le Cirque, the New York
restaurant favored by Nancy Reagan and her set. The
couple's bedroom-pompously called "The Firsl Family
Bedloom" -is clearly Nancy's domain. The walls are
covered in a twittery handpainted, Chinese-inspired
wallpaper of multicolored birds and white bamboo against
an ivory background (echoed by the ivory wall'to-wall, of
course).

Throughout these interiors the strong visual tension
between tabletops and mantels cluttered with small objects
on one hand and vacant expanses of monochromatic floor
covering on the other provokes an uneasy sense of
disproportion. That same feeling of imbalance prevails in
other ways: high vermeil candelabra better suited to a
massive dining table are perched atop small commodes in
the Yellow Oval Room that are just slightly taller than tJre

candelabra themselves; strangely attenuated trompe l'oeil
pediments and finials painted over built-in bookcases in
ihe third-floor Center Sitting Hall are particularly
disturbing in a house whose Classical exterior features
might well have been consulted as a model.

But by far the worst interiors are on the third floor. The
Centei Sitting Hall is horribly overcrowded and
claustrophobii. The Washington Sitting Room is no better
than a parlor in a respectable old Boston hotel. The Red
Sitting Room is dominated by a curio of hfihly dubious

suitability: an atrocious crocheted interpretation of
Jonathan Trumbull's The Signing of the Declnration of
Independence. This is the Mount Rushmore of
antimacassars. And the Solarium, with its lime-green-and-
white floral print upholstery new duck decoys, and bland
"contemporary" furniuture is pure Marina del Rey Condo.
(The Carters' Solarium, it should be noted, was no better,
though it would be more accurately characterized as Sea
Pines Plantation Condo.) Perhaps most awful of all is the
thoroughly inappropriate white wrought-iron and lime-
green-upholstered'40s-style garden fu rniture, crowded
onto the shallow Truman Balcony of the curring South
Portico in a vain attempt to bring a little Pacific Palisades
to the Potomac. The furniture looks as if it comes from the
set for Joan Crawford's Brentwood house in Momrnie
Dearest. These embarrassing pieces are shamed by the
capitals of Latrobe's noble Ionic columns that tower above
them.

Then there is the issue of what wags have irresistibly
termed "Nancy's China Policy." Even before the 1980

election, Clement Conger claimed tlat a new White House
dinner service would soon be needed, but the Carters
balked at the estimated S300,000 pricetag. Now, however,
it's full speed ahead. For the bargain price of an $209,000,
the First Lady has commissioned a complete service
(including fingerbowls) for 220 people from Lenox China,
the New Jersey manufacturers who supplied President
Woodrow Wilson with the first American-made White
House service in 1917. The new dishes are a traditional off-
white bordered with a broad rim of what has become
known as "Reagan red" (not the most felicitous
background color for food). In the center of each dish is a
raised and gilded representation of the Presidential Seal
(not the most practical motif where knives and forks are
concerned).

Mrs. Reagan's rationale for her $l,00Ga-place-setting china
(sounds as if all those political fundraisers findly got to
her) is that over the years breakage had taken its toll to
such an extent that it was no longer possible to serve a
large White House dinner party all on the same pattern.
(Since World War II, complete services have been
purchased during the Truman Administration and as

recently as the Johnson Administration; the Eisenhowers
added service plates.) But why should all the china for a
party of 220 hive to match? fh" St"te Dining Room holds
only about half that number of people, and for that
maximum capacity small round tables are used, rather
than a long, formal table at which pattern discrepancies
would be more noticeable. For parties larger than the
State Dining Room's capaciry other rooms (the BIue
Room, and iven the East Room, for monster bashes) are
pressed into service. But clearly Nancy Reagan is the kind
of ,roman who wants eoerything to be the sarze. Whatever

the motivation, the new White House china has become
the single most controversial aspect of the domestic side of
the Reagans' short tenure. Coming as it does during the
wholesale cutback of the Federal School Lunch Program,
the symbolism and the inequity of this extravagance seem
nothing short of obscene.

There is no doubt that some work was necessary when the
Reagans occupied the White House. The Carters,
parsimonious to a fault, really weren't that much interested
in their surroundings, and had more than enough
problems to deal with without looking for new ones.
Things were thus allowed to run down. True, relatively
little new furniture has been bought as part of this
redecoration: much was retrieved from White House
storage; the Reagans brought some of their own pieces

from California; other furniture and materials were
donated. But faced with a bottom line of almost $750,000
for surface refurbishing and over $209.000 for china, one

must ask"Was this trif necessary?" History has shown that
almost any architectural or design project-no matter how
seemingly excessive or how costly-can be rationalized
after the fact if the results are wonderful. The murderous
politics of the Medici, for example, do not seem all that
immediate as one stands in their magnificent chapel, and
the comrption of the Renaissance poPes is virtually
laudable under the dome of St. Peter's. But we are not
dealing here with a Julius II, or even a Thomas J-efferson.
Recalllor a moment that it was Nancy Reagan who
refused to mov€ into the old California Governor's
Mansion, a fine Victorian survivor that she spurned as "an
old firetrap." Rather than having it restored, she raised

$1,300,000-(from much the same kind of donors as her
White House project) for the construction of an appallingly
ordinary new mansion-a Holmby Hills Hacienda utterly 

-
withoufdistinction, a disgrace for a state that has spawned
some of America's most architecturally imaginative houses.

Alas, Nancy's new White House rooms do not even begin
to approach the simplicity and easy grace those s-ame

spaces had when they were redone 20 years ago for the
(ennedys by the great French decorator Stephane Boudin
(who deiign6d thJpublic and semipublic rooms) and the

New York decorator Sister Parish (who did the private
quarters). No final figures \uere ever publicly released on

what the Kennedy reitoration project cost in lotq but
although it was cirtainly extremely expensive, it.was also

extremily well done. But now the White House interiors
are just not good enough to justify either their great cost

or tireir becoming a serious political liability'

Ironically, the latest White House redecoration program,
which was financed largely through tax-deductible gifts
(Congress supplies S50,-(m to incoming presidents for
fr*ini rp their private quarters) has been cited by the
admilris'tration is an admirable example of private
initiative. Never mind that the contributions came largely
from personal cronies or political suPporters- of Ronald
Reagan, twenty-three of whom have ties to the oil industry.

And-never mind that the project is still not without its cost

to other taxpayers, for the tab represents close to

$1,000,000 or, tnt ictr the Federal government cannot collect

a very significant tax bite. That is the basic hypocrisy.

behind tf,is whole misguided sumptuary binge- But what
else was to be expected of a ruling circle lhat blatandy
tries to pass off greed for fiscal respo-nsibility'that equates

legality ilth mor-dity, and quality with money?

Michael Eaans)
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On Victoria de Grazia's
of

Diane Ghirardo

Leirure

Giuseppe Tbrragni. Casa del Fascia, Corno; 1932-36.

It is fashionable among architects (especially American
architects)- and some historians to maintain architecture's
independence from political or ideological blemishes and
to look at architecture only in aesthetii terms. Behind
today',s best-selling historians and critics stand legions of
other historians who see the history of architecture as a
history of "styles" and "masterpieces," which may also
have some relation-hogever trivial- to historical
circumstance, generally referred to as "sensibilities." This
is the architectural star system, wherein a limited number
of exemplars of excellence are trotted out as flagships for
the architecture of entire generations and couniries:
buildings that stand in splendid isolation and transcend
political, social, and ideological contingencies. Thus
historians.writing about archilecture disigned in politically
undesirable situations, such as Facist Itali, encounter
dilemmas. More than a few twentieth+enlurv architects
have been stained by the brush of Nazism and Fascism-
Albert Speer and Marcello Piacentini come to mind. The
association of Modern Movement heroes - Le Corbusier,
Giuseppe Terragni, Adalberto Libera-with tle same
extremist governments has placed historians in the delicate
position of condemning some architects for their political
associations, but at the same time declaring that politics
are irrelevant to the work of others.

But how do we account for the animus that devolves on
any analyses that fail_to regard architecture exclusively as
an aesthetic object? (Robert Stern's review of Kennetlir
Frampton's tlodem Architecture: A Citical Historyc
Slryline, Octoher !981, p. 22, is a prime example.) Given
the-dangers of political association, the prospict of
evaluating architecture on anything other than nrurow
aesthetic ground_s-always poses the threat of raising
troublesome problems in which American architecti and
historians are loathe to engage. It might, after all, lead to
turning.a.critical eye toward the whole complex of political
and social values that underlie the entire business of
building in this country-or worse. The response to this
potential Pandora's Box has been to pretend that it is not
an issue, or that it simply does not exist.

There is also a related fear that might be summarized as
follows: architecture sullied by politics or ideology would
lose its ourity and integnty as a unique aesthetiCobject.
Put another way, if a Casa del Fascio (Fascist Party
headquarters) bespeaks its origins in tLe politics and
society of the time, it may be because it has a secure value
only when embedded in that time. The relation to the
earlier fear is obvious: when the politics are no longer
fashionable-or even are damned-the architecture, torn
Ioose from its berth, will drift aimlessly about with no
criteria of value. It would appear far safer to seek refuge
in art, where the status of the work rests solely in its
stature as an aesthetic object. In reality, all this does is
abandon the complex reality of history in favor of the
arbitrary canons of taste. But the dangers that drive
"historians" and architects into the safety of purely
aesthetic criteria are more apparent than-real: architecture
need not suffer a loss of "obJecthood," nor need it
succumb to the imperatives of more or less coherent
ideological systems. By the same token, history is not
something to be tossed onto a building like so much
ornamental confetti. Such a vision of historical analysis is
as naive as it is flawed. There is, nevertheless, a possibility
for-historical analysis - even of twentieth-century
architecture - that neither omits aesthetic considerations
nor denies special stature to individual buildings; a history

that is neither waspish and gossipy (e.g. Tom Wolfe), nor
selectively promotional of self and/or others (Robert Stern,

tharles Jencks, et al.). But to make it happen, authors will
have to turn for guidance to the very besl histories.

One such broadly architectural history is Victoria de
Grazia's The Cuhure of Consent: Mass Organization of
Leisure in Fascist ltali, a text whose chief 

"virtue 
lies in the

r-ecognition of the complex and changing expectations of
the FaseFt government regarding leisure activities for the
masses. Because de Grazia avoids a simplistic schemata for
interpreting the past, the value of her wbrk for
architectural historians lies precisely in the examination of
the cultural politics of the regime ai expressed in the
leisrrrs slganization OND (Opera Nazionale Dopolavoro)
and related institutions, for whom some of Italyts finest'
works of modern architecture were commissioned. With
her analyses in mind, we can understand why certain
structures were built, why they "looked" as they did, and

Ihy Rationalist architecture *as 
"c"eptable 

to Ila$'s
Fascist government when it was rejecied elsewhere.

In order to remain in power in the 1930s, post-World War
I-governments began to realize that they needed at least
the consent-if not the full participation-of the masses.

flaly h1d to develop mechanisms for creating national
identities to transcend traditional class lines and regional

I
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to lt"ly's Fascist gouerrfinent when it was rejeited
elsalhere."

The Culture of ConselrE lVlass Organizarion of
Ideiue in Fascist ltaly. Victoria de Grazia. Cambridge
University hess, New yoil, tSSt. 244 pages. S34.95.

*

to

roon7,

Exhibit, Circus Maaimus, Rome; May, 1938.

or local allegiances; the Fascist state chose to develop
institutions that would mediate between the state and civil
society (at least initially) in informal ways. De Grazia
groups the OND and several other Fascist institutions-
the ONB and GIL (youth groups) especially, but also the
PNF itself (Partito Nazionale Fascisto, the Fascist Party)-
into the category of "agent of consent." The OND aimed
to surmount regional and class lines in part by replacing
independent, pre-Fascist economic and sociocultural
organizations with chapters of the new OND, and by
subsequendy bringing every organization, however small,
under the umbrella of the state. OND groups operated out
of the factories of large industrial concerns such as Fiat,
Montecatini, and Snia Viscosa, in former Socialist quarters
in rural areas, ard, especially during the 1930s, out of
provincial and community Fascist Party headquarters
(Case del Fascio). They provided a wide range of
integrated social services: instruction (agricultural,
industrial, or domestic, where appropriate); physical
education and training (everything from semiprofessonal
teams to cycling clubs) summer camps for young people;
assistance (social insurance, housing, consumer affairs,
hygiene[ and especially, art education and popular culture
(theater, cinema, folklore).

But the activities of the OND were not simply disinterested
attempts to extend the rewards of capitalism to the masses.
As de Grazia demonstrates, the OND was supposed to
fulfill a number of Fascist aspirations. Supporters of the
OND claimed that it would improve workers' output by
helping to organize their time and "giving" them some
extras. It would cultivate consumerism (hence promote
Italian industry) by offering savings at special OND stores;
it would also defuse discontent with Fascism by keeping it
within the control of a state institution and satisfying
certain basic demands. And, during the 1930s, the OND
was to help rally nationalistic support for Italian foreign
policy-the Ethiopian invasion and German alliance.
What did this mean for building? This is not the place for
an exhaustive assessment, but de Grazia's analysis is
intriguing in a number of respects. As the architects of the
time were fully aware, they now had an opportunity to
design buiiding types for new institutions. They were also
aware that the fact that these designs were built at all was
the result of political circumstance. Precisely because the
state was venturing into new areas, architects were no
longer in bondage to long-established building types,
which meant that they could exploit design programs of
the Moden Movement. The association with a "modern"
architecture also dovetailed with Fascism's self-image as
the most modern of modern governments. The PNF
nonetheless wanted to preserve local traditions, although
the architectural union of these conflicting goals proved to
be an unstable compound at times.

As the representative structures of an "agenr of consent,"
OND buildings also had more obvious propagandist aims
to express. They did so with words and symbols engraved
on eiterior wells and facades ("Believe, Obey, Fight!"; and
"Mussolini is always right"), with slogans and images of
Mussolini on interior 1,alls, and with the services of radio,
cinema, and libraries offered within the building-all of
which were interrded to legitimize the new order. When
placed in the context of leisure and self-improvement
centers, the organization member received the message
that emancipation lay in self-improvement and submission
to the state, not in revolution. The OND's mandate to

instill patriotism, to nourish the cult of the Duce, and to
provide diversion from unpleasant economic and social
realities became even more important during the
Depression, when the potential for discontent was high and
rewards were few. Instead of redistributing land or
vigorously supporting the wage demands of industrial
workers, the regime built seaside colonies up and down
both coasts for children of OND and PNF members. At the
same time, the architecture and exhibitions were
correspondingly monumentalized, and the national
character of the OND received increasing emphasis. The
entrance to the OND exhibit reflects naked power and
monumental grandeur, and it emphasizes the PNF at the
expense of the OND: a telling bit of visual confirmation of
the OND's steady loss of autonomy to the PNF.

Even the choice of building materials was dictated more
by political necessity than by the architect's preferences:
After the League of Nations imposed sanctions on Italy,
the government curtailed the use of iron and steel and
demanded a return to cheaper local materials. Without
this bit of information, those who consider only aesthetic
issues would come up with a different and mistaken
reading of the building. But have we now sacrificed the
individual building to the imperatives of Fascist ideology?
By no means. We will know why a building has door
frames fashioned from the fasces, why there is a balcony,
why there is marble veneer, why a basketball court has
been included (to assure physical prowess for future wars),
why a particular building is situated in a certain place, or
why a building is unsuccessfirl when it is crudely
propagandistic. We will still be able to appreciate the
structure on aesthetic grounds, but it will be with a full
understanding of its historical origins, without which much
of the structure is meaningless. Although there is nothing
inherently fascist or democratic about any architectural
style, when governments appropriate an architecture or its
elements for representational purposes, they have usually
done so because of their reading of the style's historicd
connotations. Understanding that history is a prerequisite
for understanding the building.
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Abigail Solomon-Godeau

The publication in France of La Chambre Claire (entitled
Camera Luci.da in its English translation) just over two
years ago was almost immediately followed by Roland
Barthes' death. At the age of 64, he was struck down by a
laundry van while crossing the rue des Ecoles. Reading
this last elegant work of his, which is as much a meditation
on mortality as on photography, one cannot help being
struck by those passages dealing with his adored mother's
recent death, in which he resigns himself to his own:

The horror is this: nothing to sary about the death of one
whom I loae most, nothing to say about her photograph,
which I contemplate without eoer being able to get to the
heart ofit, to transform it- The only "thought" I can haae
is that at the end. of the first death, my own is inscribed;
between the two, nothing more than waiting; I haoe no
resource than this irony,' to speak of the "nothing to
say." (p.93)

Part One of Cantera Lucida is in certain respects
recognizably linked to the semiological examination of
photography Barthes first launched in "Photography and
Electoral Appeal" (Mythologies, Hill & Wang, 1957) and
elaborated later in "The Photographic Message," "The
Rhetoric of the Image," and "The Third Meaning" (all
reprinted rn lrnage-Music-Tert, Hill & Wang, 1977).

The second part of the text-elegiac, somber, almost
shockingly personal, coming from a writer such as Barthes

-is more than any other of his works informed and
inflected by his reading of Proust. Specifically, the
extended meditation on his mother's photograph that
forms the core of Part Two of. Camera Lucido echoes and
alludes to Proust's Narrator's epiphanous contemplation of
the photograph of his grandmother; a photograph of little
meaning while she lives, but suffused with significance
after her death.

That allusions ro Remernbrance of Things Past should
resonate in the pages of Camera Luci.da is not surprising
or unexpected. Barthes' Iast lectures at the College de
France were devoted to Proust (and included a lecture on
Proust and photography), and Remembrazce figures in
Barthes' writing as a type of literary sunTma, a textual
point of eternal return, which Barthes elsewhere described
as " the reference work, the general mathesis, the mand,ala
of the entire literary cosmogony , . ." Camera Luci.da,
evidently written in a state of absolute mourning ("I could
live without the Mother [as we all do sooner or later]; but
what life remained would be absolutely and entirely
unqualifiable [without quality]"), during a period in which
Barthes was deeply immersed in Proust, marks, as he
himself puts it early on, "a desperate resistance to any
reductive system."

For Barthes, as for Proust, the ultimate significance of the
photograph is "the rather terrible thing there is in every
photograph: the return of the dead." This spectral aspect
of photography has been perceived and acknowledged
since the nineteenth century: the vogue for deathbed
portraits, the fin-de-silcle trafficking in "spirit
photography," as well as the more banal recognition that
the photo$aph is at once a death-inlife and a life-in-
death, have been reeurring motifs in photographic
commentary. Wdter Benjamin observed of certain
photographs by Hill and Adamson taken in the Edinburgh
cemetery of Greyfriars that it was as if the models were at
home in the cemetery; a writer closer to our time, Susan
Sontag, has written of Peter Hujar's photographs in
precrsely this context. In "The Rhetoric of the Image"
Barthes had theorized that far from being simply a new
picture-making technology in a continuum of image-
making, the invention of photography signaled "a decisive
mutation in informational economies"; an anthropological
revolution in man's history"; "a new space-time category:
spatial immediacy and temporal anteriority," which
Barthes termed the "having-been-there," a notion that
resurfaces in Camera Luci.da as the "that-has-been." In
Camera Luci.da Barthes locates this new anthropological
space in Death: "For Death must be somewhere in a
society: if it is no Ionger (or less intensely) in religion, it
must be elsewhere; perhaps in this image which produces
Death while trying to preserve life. . . . With the
photograph we enter in flat Death." "Death," says
Barthes unequivocably, "is the eid.os of. the Photograph."

o

Roland. Barthes, Paris, 1973. (photo: Diana Agrest) "But the punctum rs.' he is going to die."

)

S

On Roland Barthes'C

Camero Luci.da thus represents in certain respects a
continuation and elaboration of Barthes' thinking about
photography, and in other ways a departure from, or
possibly even a recantation of the earlier essays. This is no
doubt why much of the critical discussion of the book-
particularly that coming from photography critics-
reflects a collective uncertainty about precisely what
Barthes intended to accomplish in these seemingly
ontological reflections on photogmphy. To the degree that
these reflections represent a departure from earlier ideas,
perhaps the key may be found in the third essay, which
culminates in Barthes' resolve to formulate the
fundamental feature, the unifying and universal essence
that constitutes all photography:
Then I deci.d.ed that this disorder and this dilemma,
reoeoled by my desire to write on Photography
correspond.ed. to a discomfort that I h.ad always suffered
from: the uneosiness of being a subject tom between two
languages, one expressioe, tEe other citical; and at the
heart of this critical language, between seaeral discourses,
those of sociology, of semiology and, of psychoanalysis-
but that, by uhilnate dissatisfaction with all of them, I was
beaing uitness to the only sure thing that was in me
(howeoer naiae it might be): a desperate resistance to any
reducthte system. . . . It was better once and for afi to
make my protestatinn of singularity into a oirtuet- to try
making ulmt Nietzsche cdled, the "ego's ancient

sooereignty" into an heuristic pinciple. So I resohted to
start my inquiry with no more than afew photograpl*, the
ones I was sure existed, for me. Nothing to do with a
corpus.' only some bodies. (p.8)

The constant opposition between critical and expressive
languages is, of course, one of the most distinctive
qualities of Barthes' writing. Encyclopedic and elliptical,
erudite and conversational, simultaneously weighty and
light, Barthes is at once the most witerly of critics and the
most critical of writers. To attempt to define the particular
authorial voice of he who dispatched the very notion of
such an entity is to risk making oneself ridiculous. In any
case, Barthes has already desciibed his own writing in-'
appropriately enough-his own biography. By insisting on
the principle of subjectivity as the a pruon of his
photographic inquiry and by electing to distill all
photography from those pictures imbued with personal
meaning, he is at liberty to roam freely between such
bodies as Andr6 Kertesz and Robert Mapplethorpe (both
having pride of place in terms of the number of references
to them in the book); Richard Avedon and the Dutch
photojournalist Koen Wessing; James Van Der Zee and
Nadar, to name just a sampling. For the notion of a
photographic aesthetics,.much less that of individual s4rle,
plays no part in Barthes' thinking on the subject.
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Camera Lucida: Reflectone on Photopraphv. Roland

{.arthes. Translated by Richard Howard. Uil i"a'W""g 1a
division of Farrar, Strius and Giroux), New York, tS8t. "t iS
pages, black-and-white photographs. 010.95.
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Cartoon by Mwice Henry of Q to r) Michel Foucauh,
lacques Lacan, Claud,e L4ai-Strauss, and Rohnd. Barthes.

among those already capable of criticism"), and so on. But
perhaps the most significant carry-over, which forms the
kernel of Part One, is Barthes' formulation of the twin
rhetorical devices stud,iam and punctum. Related, but by
no means identical to Barthes' notion of denoted and
connoted meaning, at least one belle-lettrist critic has
recently gamboled through the fields of photography
wielding studiums and puncturnr as so many wooden
swords. As Barthes has it, the studium consists of the
culturaUsociaUhistorical components of the photograph, all
those elements of the image that can be named, [<nown,
read. All photographs are thus endowed with the studiam;
the repository of all the photograph's functions that are
sought out and received by the spectator. In contrast, the
punctunx, possessed by only certain photographs, is that
which breaks out of, punctuates the studium, what Barthes
describes as "this element that rises from the scene, shoots
out of it like an arrow, and pierces me." Studium and
punctum are clearly reminiscent of the concepts of obvious
and obtuse meaning Barthes articulated with respect to the
Eisenstein film stills. There he postulated that the obvious
meaning (from the Latin obaius-that which comes
ahead), comprising the informational and the symbolic, is
the terrain on which signification and significance are
mapped out. The obtuse meaning (again from the Latin
obtusus-that which is blunted, rounded in form),
comprises a third, supplementary meaning, and is that
part of the image which carries an emotional charge and

assassination attempt on Secretary of State Seward,
Barthes observes: 

-

But th9 punctum rs.' he is going to die. I rea.d at the same
time: this will be and this has Seen; / obserae with honor
an anterior future of which d,eath is the stnke. By ghting
me the absolate.past of the pose (gorist) the photigrapi
tells me of degth in the futire. What pricks rne is lhe'
discooery of this equioalence. In froni of the photograph of
my mother-as a child, I tell myself: she is going tolii: I -

shudder, like Winnicott's psyihoiic patieni, ov6r a
catastrophe which has already occurred. Whether or not
the subject is already dead" eoery photograph is this
catastrophe. (p. %)

of Lewis Payne; 1865.

In his earlier discussions of photography, the primary issue
for-Sarthes was that of signification: how doei the
photolaph signify, or produce meaning? how is it read?
what are the-structural mechanisms that both determine
and yield that meaning? The photograph, like any other
cultural artifact, and notwithstanding its status as "perfect
analogon" of reality, was seen by Barthes as constituting a
complex sign system that could be apprehended
semiologically. That the photograph - a product of culture

-should be generally perceived as a product of nature
placed it for Barthes squarely within the domain of
contemporary mythologies.

But Barthes reasoned that, unlike most other cultural sign
systems, the relation between the photographic signifier
(what is literally within the frame) and the photographic
signified (the aggregate meanings the viewer receives from
the image) underwent no mediating transformation, no
institutional coding; that it was, indeed, quasi-tautologica!
hence the now-classic formulation of the photograph as
constituting a message without a code. Within the space of
the photographic message Barthes distinguished two
rhetorical systems: the denoted meaning, which appears to
deliver only its literal contents, and a connoted meaning,
which comprises the domain of the ideological.
"Signification," Barthes wrote in "The Rhetoric of the
Image," "is the dialectical movement that resolves the
contradiction between cultural and natural man." It thus
follows that "thanks to its code of connotation the reading
of the photograph is thus always historical; it depends on a

reader's 'knowledge,' just as though it were a matter of a
real language, intelligible only if one has learned the
signs." The three types of photographic imagery Barthes
used as both touchstones and examplars for these earlier
analyses were, respectively, the press photo (generally
perceived as purely transcriptive, unmediated, transparent)r;
the advertising photo ("Because in advertising the
signification of the image is undoubtedly intentional and
these signifieds have to be transmitted as clearly as

possible"); and some stills from films by Sergei Eisenstein.

While not exactly jettisoning any of the previous
conclusions, Camera Luci.d,a, taken in its entirety, is less

concerned with the semiotics of photography than with a
kind of personal lexicon of photographic meaning, and,
ultimately, an "ontology" of the photograph. To be sure,
there are allusions, continuations, recapitulations of the
previous essays (Barthes \uas never loathe to repeat
himself). Baudelaire's remark on "the emphatic truth of
gesture in the important moments of life," which Barthes
used to characterize an Eisenstein still, serves in Camera
Luci.da to describe an unreproduced photograph of
tragedy in Nicaragua by Koen Wessing; the "that-has-
been"'echoes the "having-been-there." The weakness of
photography as politically effective critique (this apropos of
August Sander) is also reiterated ("no critigue except

cannot be situated structurally. This meaning "is a

signifier without a signified, hence the difficulty in naming
it." And although the obtuse meaning is blunted and
round, and the punctum sharp and piercing, their shared
Iocus is the eye of the perceiving subject. There can be no
debate on the identity, effect, or aff.ect of puncturn or
obtuse meaning, because both are, in the end, determined
entirely subjectively. But inasmuch as Barthes' declared
strategy in Camera Luci.da is to use his very subjectivity as

his first principle, his chosen punctunTs-the necklace of
the woman in James Van der Zee's studio family portrait
(1926), the bandaged finger and Danton's collar of the
"idiot" children in the Lewis Hine photograph (1924)-
remain wholly idiosyncratic, somewhat quirky fascinations.

Far from being tools forged for deconstructive purPoses' as

were so many of Barthes'earlier rhetorical devices,
punctwn and, studium represent almost a withdrawal from
the field; instead of a demythologizing impulse, Barthes is
here undertaking to interrogate the image for its private,
rather than public meanings. When the notion of punctwn
reappears in Part Two, however, it is given a somewhat
different sense.

Regarding an 1865 photograph by Alexander Gardner of
the young Lewis Payne about to be hanged tor hrc

lames Van Der Zee. Fomrly Portrail; 1926.

Inasmuch as every photograph is a "certificate of
presence," a ratification of the "thishas-been" before the
lens of the camera, every photograph constitutes a unique
superimposition of present and past reality. It is here that
Barthes locates the object of his search; the essence of the
photograph, revealed in his search for the essential
photograph of his mother. Camera Luci.d.a is the
chronicling of these twin quests: a backward and circular
voyage-as was Proust's-to recover what would
otherwise be lost to Time. Having rejected, in the final
analysis, a phenomenology of the photographic image
(Camera Lucidn is, in fact, dedicated to Jean'Paul Sartre's
L'Im,oginaire, a phenomenology of the image), Barthes
offers an ontology-a theory of essence.

Running throughout the essays, particularly those in Part
One, are what one is tempted to call "typically Barthesian
obseryations": on photography in general; on specific
photographs; on distinctions between the photographically
irotic anil the photographically pornographic. The highly
condensed anilelliptical form of Barthes' writing charges
even the most casual-seeming observations with
pyrotechnical dazzle and intensity. Cotrfronting what he

had earlier termed an "unclassifiable" type of cultural
object, Barthes returned to the photograph to elicit its
private meanings, as he had previously worked to elicit its
public ones.

It is this intense scrutiny of Barthes' own subjectivity that
makes Camera Lucidt so different from his earlier essays'
on photography, where the presiding impulse was

dec-onstructive-to unmask, to reveal, to demystify.
Camera Luci.da in no way presents itself as a critical
system; indeed, systems were what Barthes consistently
sought to oppose. Camera Luci'da-idiosyncratic,
speculative, iefusing convenient categorization - is thus an
apt and salutary lefacy. The sense of loss, of melancholy,
t[at pervades Camira' Luci.da never diminishes the
eloquence of the writing or the brilliance of the
intelligence.

in his studio, Paris; 1926.
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Events

Rice Design Allianee Lectures
Series on "Landscape Architecture and Urban America"
Mareh 24 Grady Clay March 3l Elizabeth Barlow April
7 lan McHarg. (Series continues through the end of April.)
B pm, Brown Auditorium, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston;
(713) s27-4876

Bostrm/Cambridgp

Haryard Lcctures
March 9 Charles Moore, "Two Agendas" Mareh 16
Moshe Safdie, "Context" Mareh-23 Robert Royston,
"Design and Community." 5:30 pm, Piper Auditorium,
Gund Hall, Harvard; (617\ 495-2591

CXrarlottesville

U.YA. Lectures
March I Francois Choay Mardr 25 Barton Myers
April I Charles Jencks April 12 Vincent Scully. 8:15 pm,
Campbell Hall, Room 153, Department of Architecture,
UVA.; (804) 92,1-0311

Houston

New York City

Voman and the Environment Symposium
lvlarch I Elizabeth Minnich, "Feminist Analysis of the
Structure of our Lives" March 2 Rosemarie Bletter,
"Woman and the Bauhaus" March I Linda Nochlin,
"Women, Art, and Power" March 9 Susana Torre,
"'Women and Housing" Mareh 22 Ada Karmi Malamede,
"Recent Work" March 23 Christine Boyer," Bourgeois
Culture and the Department Store" Mareh 29 Sharon E.
Sutton, "Elementary Schooh A Place Where Mothers
Learn" Mareh 30 Gwendolyn Wright, "What Happened
to Feminist Architecture?" Ap.il 7 Panel discussion,
"Redefining Space: The Impact of Feminism on
Architecture" April 17 Alumnae Symposium. For exact
times and locations please call (212) 280-3414

Film Series
Mareh 2 Full of Life (1957), The Finishing Touch (1927)
March 9 Playtime (1969), L'Architecture d'aujourd'hui
(1931) March 16 Metropolis (1926), Manhana (1921).

6:15 pm, Cooper-Hewitt, 2 East 9lst Street. $3.50 members,
$4.00 nonmembers; (212) 860-6868

Forums on Form
Mareh 3 Ronald Lee Fleming and Renata von Tscharner
Phce-Makers: Public Art that Tell"s You Where You Are
Mareh l0 Lester Walker American Sheher: An lllastrated.
Enrycloped.ia of the Arnerican Home March 17 David
Naylor American Picture Pahces: The Architecture of
Fantasy Mareh 24 Kenneth Frampton Modem
Architecture: 1845-1919 March 3l Gerald Allen and
Richard Oliver Architectural Drawing: The Art and the
Process. Series continues through April. Sponsored by
Urban Center Books. Urban Center, ,157 Madison; (2i2)
935-3595. All talks begin at 12:30 pm

Robert Geddes
Mareh Lll Illusnated lecture by Princeton Dean Robert
Geddes in conjunction with the show "Robert Geddes: The
Forest Edge" at the AIA. 8 pm, Art Alliance, 25I South
lSth Street; (2lO 569-3186

kineeton

Prineeton Leetures
March l0 Rafael Moneo, "Recent Work" March 24
Lauretta Vinciarelli, "On the Theme of the Courtyard: An
Architectural Research for Southwest Texas" April 2
Fernando Montes, "The Impossible Two Modernities"
April 5 Gwendolyn Wright, "Public and Private Space in
the United States". 4:30 pm, Betts Lecture Hall, Princeton
University School of Architecture; (ffi) 462-3741

St. Paul

Leeture Series/Minnesota Museum of Art
Mareh 3 H. Allen Brooks, "The Prairie School and
Sinclair Lewis: Wright, Griffin and the Architecture of
Main Street" Mareh l0 H. Frederick Koeper, "Sullivan
Viewed in Relation to European Styles and Movements
Such As Art Nouveau and the Vienna Secession" March
17 John H. Howe, "Prairie School Architecture: The
Continuing Tradition After 1925" March 24 David
Gebhard, "Purcell and Elmslie's Unbuilt Works in
Minneapolis and St. Paul." B pm, Frederick King
Weyerhaeuser Auditorium, Landmark Center, St. Paul;
(6t7) 224-743r

San Franeiseo/Bay A*1
Berkeley l.ectures
March 3 Lewis Baltz, "Park City: An Environment in
Transition" March l0 Daniel Solomon, "Grids on the
Port of St. Francis." Department of fuchitecutre, U.C.
Berkeley, 8 pm; (415) &2-4942. (Lecture rooms vary, call
for specifics)

S)ryaeuse

Sp"ing Leetures / Syraeuse Univer.sity
Mareh 3 Michael Dennis, "Five French Pieces" March
17 Christian Otto, "Glass Box and Paradox: The
fuchitecture of Balthasar Neumann" March 24 Leon
Satkowski, "The Renaissance Renewal of Central
Florence" i}larch 3l Joseph Connors, "Borromini's Early
Work and the Nobility of Baroque Architecture" April 7
Werner Seligmann, "Frank Lloyd Wright and the
Evolution of the Prairie House." 8 pm, ll7 Lyman Hall,
School of fuchitecture, Syracuse University; (315) 423-2255

Ithaea

Comell Leetures
March 9 Haig Beck March 16 Bernard Feilden March
l8 Jurgen Sawada April 16 James Srirling April 23
Julian de la Fuente. Exact times and locations to be
arranged. School of Architecture, Cornell University;
(fi?)2sLs236

Los Angeles

SCI.ARC
lUarch 3 Robert Marquis March l0 Sam Davis Mareh
3l Rob Wellington Quigley April T Raymond Kappe
April 14 Glen Small. S pm, Studio/Auditorium, S.
California Institute of fuchitecture; (213) 829-3482

UCLA
March 4 Ann Markusen, "Is There a New Regionalism?
The Lopsidcd Sunbelt-Frost-Belt Debate," 5:30 pm Mareh
ll Esther McCoy, "Gregory Ain," 8:00 pm March l8
Susan Oliver, "Urban Crises: Tighten Your Belts, Bite the
Bullet." 5 pm. Room 1102, School of fuchitecture, UCLA;
(2t3) 82s-s7s2

Miarni

Arehitecture Club of nfliami
Mareh 26 Marc Treib, "The Rationalization of Nature."
6:30 pm, Douglas Entrance, Coral Gables; (300 858-8081

New Haven

YaIe Leaure Series
March 2 William Turnbull Msrch 30 Christian Otto
April6 Gerhard Kallmann April lil Giuseppe
Zambonini.6 pm, Hastings Hall, Yale School of
Architecture, 180 York Streeq (203) ,1i}6-0853

Architectur,e Film and Tour
March 17, ltyil,24 A showing of the fiLn Louis I. Kahn,
narrated by Vincent Scully. ll am, Lecture Hall, First
Floor, followed by a discussion and tour of the Yale Center
for British Art at Il:30 am. Yale Center for British fut,
1080 Chapel Street; (203) 432-4594

New Orleans

Tulane Talks
It{arch 2 Dr. S. Frederick Starq, "Soviet Modernism and
Avant-Garde Painting" llarch l5 Fred Stitt, "System
Design Drawings" lllarch 9, 10, ll Aldo Rossi ltlarch 23
Arata Isozaki ltlarch iD David Slovic, "fuchitecture for
Humanoids." School of Architecture, Richardson Memorial
Building (except for Rossi lectures at McAlister
Auditorium), Tulane; (504) 865-5389

Wednesday Lectures at Columbia
March 3 T. Merrill Prentice, "Games fuchitects Play"
Mareh l0 Tunny Lee, "Cities and Planning in China"
March 24 Richard Plunz, "Proiects with Siudents Since
l!)68" March 3l Gwendolyn W'right, "Politics of Housing
in the 1920s" April 7 James Freed (topic to be
announced). 6 pm; Wood Auditorium, Avery Hall,
Columbia; (212) 280-3414

Qrcn Atelier of Design Spring Ieetures
Mareh 4 Kenneth Fraripton-, "Hinnah fuendt and Louis
Kahn" Mareh ll Mary McCloud, "The fuchitecture and
Politics of Le Corbusier" Mareh 18 Bernard Tschumi,
"Reciprocity and Conflict" Mareh 25 Giuseppe
Zambonini, "Public Space in Medieval Italy April I Jon
Michael Schwarting, "The Lessons of Romi." (Se.ie.
contimres through April.) Admission per lecture when
available. Open Atelier of Design, 12 West 29th Street;
(212) ffi-8698

Emerging Voiees
Mareh 9,16,8,1X), April 6,13,20 Presentations by a
cross section of young, up-and-coming architects. March 9
Jol4 J. Casbarian, Danny Samuels, and Robert H. Timme
of Taft Architects; David Slovic of Friday fuchitects /
Planners March 16 George Ranalli; Tod Wiliams Mareh
2"3 Steven Holl; Lauretta Vinciarelli Mareh 30 Frank
Israel; Susana Torre (Series continues through April.) 6:30
pm, fuchitectural League, Urban Center,45-7 Madison
Avenuel Qlz) 753-1722. Free to members, $5 nonmembers

Mathewe Leetures / Columbia
March 9, ?.3, 30, April 6, 13, A) Series on "The Gothic
Revival in France" by Neil Levine, professor of fine arts,
Harvard University. Wood Auditorium, Avery Hall,
Columbia; (617) 495-2591

Artbts and Arehitects: Humanism Rediseovered
lt(arch 27 Conference sponsored by ALA Committee on
Design and the Skowhegan School at the New School for
Social Research; 9:30 am-4:30 pm. Admission $25 general,
ll5 students. Call (212) ffil-9270 for speakers

Washington, D.C.

Moderro Questions: Post-Moderrr Answers?
it{arch l0 Romaldo Giurgola March 24 John Blatteau
Mareh 3l Paul Rudolph April 7 Alan Chimacoff April
14 Charles Gwathmey April 2l David Schwarz. 7:30 pm,
Nursing Auditorium, Catholic University; (202) 635-5188

The Genius of British Architecture
lUarch 27 Symposium with lectures by David Durant on
Inigo Jones and the English Renaissance; Christopher
Wren and the Baroque; Lord Burlington and the
Palladians. Carmichael Auditorium, American History
Building. l0 am-5:30 pm; members $30, nonmembeis $t10.
Smithsonian Resident Associate Program; (202) 357-3030

Montr.,eal

Alean Lecture Series
Mareh 2 Susan Doubilet, "A Critical Overview" March 9
Leon Krier on his work Mareh 16 Kurt Forster, "Karl
Friedrich Schinkel" March 30 Michael Wilford on his
work April 6 Sir Peter Shepheard "Light, Water,
fuchitgcture, and Landscape". 6 pm, Leacock Building,
McGill University; (514) 392-5W

Philadelphia
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AII lectures are at 6:30 pm. For
2,13-5000
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Coming
To San Francisco's Fort Mason May 2G-July 25: The 1980

Y"{.. Biennale, "The Presence of the Past." Eight
California architects and architecture firms have been
invited to participate. They are:-William Turnbull,
Daniel Solomon, SOM, Joseph Esherick, Batey & Mack,
Frank Israel, Coy Howard, and Hodgetts/Muigurian. The
installation will be designed by Batey & Mack.

At Cornell University beginning April 6: The keston H.
Thomas Memorial Lecture Series will be given this year by
noted scholar and architectural historian eotn RowL; the 

-

Exhibits

Boston/C,ambridge

Orarles Moore
Through March Ul Works from l!b6 to the present.
Harvard Graduate School of Design; (617) 491;-.S8f/-

Moshe Safdie
March 15-27 "Context," an exhibition of Safdie's recent
work. Harvard Graduate School of Design; (617) 495-5854

Chicago

Edward H. Bennett, Architect and City Planner
Mareh 4-July 4 fuehitectural drawings, documents, and
sculptures by the Chicago Beautifirl Movement. A
catalogue by Joan Draper of the U. Illinois, Chicago Circle
will be available. Lectures are also planned. Art Institute of
Chicago, Michigan Avenue at Adams Street; (312)
443-%25

series title is "The fuchitecture of Good Intentions:
Towards a Possible Retrospect." As a condition of the
series, these lecfures, given here for the fust time, will
appear Iater in published form.

At Harvard April 16, l7: "The International Stvle in
Perspective," 

-a- 
sym_posium marking the S0th anniversary

of the show at MoMA. Papers will 5e presented by Davii
Handlin, Kurt Forster, Robert Stern, Rosemarie Iiletter,
Antho,ny__Vidler, gnd Ne_il Levine. Lewis Mumford, Henry-
Russell Hitchcock, and Philip Johnson have promised to
be on hand. Robert Venturi will be delivering the Gropius
Lecture the night before.

To the Whitney Museum June 24-October l0: "New Art
Museums in America," an exhibit of plans, renderings,
and models of new museums and museum extensions.
Helen Searing, Professor of Art at Smith College,lis the
guest-eurator. Projects to be shown include: Dallas
Museum of Fine Arts-Edward Lanabee Barnes; High
Museum, Atlanta-Richard Meier; Hood Museum of Art,
Dartmouth College-Charles W. Moore; Museum of
Contemporary Art, L.A.-fuata Isozaki; Museum of
Modern Art, N.Y.C.-Cesar Pelli; Joseph Price Collection,
Bartlesville, Oklahoma-Bruce Goff; Pordand Museum of
fut-Henry Cobb of I.M. Pei & Partners; and Virginia
Museum of Fine futs-Malcoln Holzman of HHPA.

Houston

Lc Corbusier'e Firrniny Church
Mar& l0-April 4 Sketches and models for the church at
Firminy. Farish Gallery Anderson Hall, Rice School of
fu chitecture; (7 13) 527 -4W

Los Angeles

SCI.ARC
Though March l3 "Form, Energy, and Humanism"
March 15-20 Thesis Presentation Exhibit Marcll
%-April 4 Drarrings by Ron Herron and Peter Cook. The
fuchitecture Gallery Southern California Institute of
fuchitecture, 3021 Olympic Boulevard; (213) 839-3482

Anthony Lumsden
March l-X) fuchitectural Projects. Graduate School of
Architecture and Urban Planning, UCLA; (213) 825-5752

Minneapolis

De Sdjl, l9l7-I931: Visions of Utopia
Through Mareh 28 Paintings, drawings, architectural
models, furniture, and graphic designs by the de Stijl
artists. A 26Gpage book with 12 essays has been published
by Abbeville Press to coincide with the exhibition. Walker
Art Center, Vineland Place; (612) 375-7600

New Haverr

Jamee Gamble Rogers'Ihawings for Yale,l9B-35
Thrcueh April23 70 drawings by the architects who did
the most to give Yale its Neo-Gothic look. Yale University
Art Gallery lll Chapel Street; (203),13G8062

Naples, It ly
New Orieago Architectune
Through March 21 Eleven photographs, models, and
original drawings of work by 15 "new" Chicago architects

-Thomas Beeby, Laurence Booth, Stuart Cohen, Deborah
Doyle, James Goetsch, Gerald Horn, HelmutJahn, Ron
Krueck, James Nagle, Anders Nereim, Peter Pran,
Kenneth Schroeder, John Syvertsen, Stanley Tigerman,
and Ben Weese. Museo di Castel dell'Ovo

Corectione: The forthcoming book by Thomas Hines
referred to by Robert Coombs in the February issue (page

13) is properly entitled Richnrd Neutra and the Search for
Modein Architecture: A Bbgraplry and History,' . . . The
Neutra show at the Museum of ModernArt will not be
opening in "mid-August," but July 14, 1982. . . .. Our
apologies to Moshe Safdie for misspelling his last name on
page 8 of the same issue.

In Eleni Constantine's reiew of. Land by Peter Wolf
(February issue, page 33) a sentence that read "For
example,. . . the exercise of 'police poner' with
transferable development rights taken.'' should have read:
".,., the exercise of'police power'where transferable
development rights provide a form of compensation for the
development rights taken."

Editorial offices: Slryline,8 West 4{hh Street, New York,
New York 10018 phone: (212) 3W9474
Changes of address, subscription, sales, and advertising
inquiries should be sent to: Rizzoli Communications, Inc.,
712 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10019

New York Gty

Stanley Tigerman
March 2-27 Architectural drawings. Rosa Esman Gallery
29 West 57th Street; (212) 42L-94m

Landmarks that Aren't
Through March ll Photo exhibit of outstanding
buildinfs in New York City t]rat do not yet have landmark
status. firban Center, 45? Madison Avenue; (212) gffi-lD?

Rem Koolhaas / Eliq Zenghelie
l[arch ll-April S Project drawings and models, 1972-82.
Max Protetch Gallery 37 West 57th Street; (212)8*74.36

Evelvn Hofer
m*i"* March 13 Photographs, including images from
Stones of Florence, New Yorh Proclailned Dublin, all,d

Lond,on Perceiaed Witkin Gallery 4l East 57th Street;
(212) 3stl46l

U.D.C.
Itlarch l3-April 2 Exhibition of work by the Urban
Development Corporation. Avery Hall, Columbia
University Graduate School of fuchitecture and Planning,
llSth Street and Amsterdam Avenuel (212) 2W3414

Philadelphia

Robert Gaddes: The Forest Edge
l[arch l0-April l0 An exhibition on the connections
between landscape, cities, and buildings as seen-by-artists,
philosophers, and architects, including work by Geddes,

ilrechei Qualls & Cunningham. Sponsored by the Fund
for fuchiticture. AIA Downstairs Gallery ll7 South lTth
Streeu (2lO 569-3186

Any information on exhibitions, lectures' and other events

to Le considered for inclusion in the Dateline should be

OMA Exhibit at IAUS
Mareh_f?-May 22 Models, sketches, and photomontages
of four European housing projects by the Office for
lletropolitan fuchitecture. Projects by Rem Koolhaas and
EIia Zenghelis include two from the Internationale
Bauaustellung in Berlin, as well as one each from
Rotterdam and Amsterdam. Institute for fuchitecture and
Urban Studies, S West 4{hh Street; (212)3W9474

Architeeture l: Lebbeus Woode
Through March 14 Drawings about four cities based on
earth air, fire, and water. Network Gallery 59 Greene
Street; (212),13I-6560

Vienna Workshop
March l7-April 30 Textiles, embroidery designs, and
graphics from the Wiener Werkstatte, a creative source for
fut Nouveau and fut Deco founded by architects Joseph
Hoffman and Koloman Moser. Austrian Institute, ll East
52nd Sreet; (212) 539-5165

St. Bartholomew's: An Update
March l9-April 14 Documentation, including
photographs illustrating the background and the latest on
the St. Bart's struggle. Municipal fut Sociery Urban
Center, 457 Madison Avenue; (212) 742-6732

Avant-Garde Photography in Germany, l9I9-I939
Through March2l Works by I aszlo Moholy-Nagy,
Herbert Bayer. Martin Munkacsi, and Erich Salomon,
among otlers, in a setting designed in the Constructivist
style of the day, including original publications, posters,
and fiIn material. International Center of Photography,
ll30 Fifth Avenue; (2l2) 8f0-I773

Plarning Around
Through March 27 Plans and drawings of houses, cities,
and gardens through history including work by [ouis
Kahn, Richard Meier, Tony Garnier, and Frank Lloyd
Wright. Spaced Gallery of Architecture, 165 West 72nd
Street; (212) 787-6350

Cast-Iron in Central Park
Thnough March 3l Drawings, restoration documents,
and photographs of cast-iron structures in the park. The
Dairy Central Park,65th Street between the Zoo and the
Carousel; (212) 3fi-Bl{l for information

Manhattan Obseryed: Fourteen Photographers
Look at New York
Through April I Photographs of the changing
architectural composition of the city. New-York Historieal
Sociery 170 Central Park West; (212) 873-34N

Roben Adam and His Style
Through April ll Drawings, furniture, and silver by this
celebrated Scottish architect and his circle. Cooper-Hewitt
Museum, 2 East 9lst Street; (2I2) 850-6858

Preseraation in Pnogresa: The Seaport District
Through April l8 An exhibit illustrating the philosophy
and technology of the architectural preservation underway
at the South Street Seaport. South Street Seaport Gallery
215 Water StreeU (212) 7G9Om

Arehitectural Fantasy and Redity
Through lttay 9 80 drawings form the late-I7th to mid-
l8th centuries, made as entries for the annual architectural
competition at the National Academy of St. Luke in Rome.
Cooper-Hewitt, 2 East 9lst Street; (212) 860-6868

sent to the Slcyl.ine of;Eces at least four weeks before date
of publication.

March 9-April 29 An exhibit of recent work by Rafael
Moneo. March 23-April 5 Lauretta Vinciarelli, "On tle
Theme of the Courtyard: An fuchitectural Research For
Southwest Texas." Princeton University School of
Architecture, (flg) 452-37 4l

Purehase

Robert A.M. Stern: Tiadition of the New
Mareh 28-June 20 Drawings and models emphasizhg
the incorporation of classical and vernacular traditionslnto
an architectural vocabulary for the present. Neuberger
Museum, SUNY, College at Purchase; (9I4) 253-5575

kineeton

St. Louis

The City in the Mns
Through March l4 An exhibit on the city's architectural
heritage from 1803-1891. Washinglon University, Gallery
of Art, Steinberg Hall; (314) 889-5293

St. PauI

Prairie School in Minnesota, Iowa & Viseonein
Through April l0 Photographs, drawings, furniture,
stained glass, and decorative objects designed by Louis
Sullivan, Walter Burley Griffin, Marion Mahoney, Percy
Dwight Bentley, and Frank Lloyd Wright. Minnesota
Museum of Art, Landmark Center, 75 West 5th Street,
(6t2) 224-7431

Seattle

James Turrell
Through July 28 Light environments in carefirlly
controlled architectural space. Lippy Building, 108 First
Avenue South; (206) 62+6394

Washington, D.C.

P.B. Wight
Mareh 2-May 2,16 drawings from the Art Institute of
Chicago by the architect who helped establish the High
Victorian Style in America. AIA, The Octagon, 1799 New
York Avenue N.W.; (202) 638-3105
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Elaine Lustig Cohen
March 5 to March 27 Boxes and Collages

JANUS GALLERY
8ffi Melrose Avenue Los Angeles Califomia g0046
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URBAN CENTER BOOKS presents

T,()RUMS ()I{ F()RM

All lectures begin at 12:30 pm

A series of lfednesday lunch time
lectures by authors of recently published
books on the built environment

March 3 Bonald Lee Fleming and
Renata von Tschorner
PLACE MAKERS: Publi.c Art That Tells
You Where You Are, Hastings House.
Lecture Introduction, Margot Wellington.

March 10 Lester Walker
AMERICAN SHELTER: An lllustrated.
Errcyclvped;ia of the Americon Homn,
Overlook Press. Lecture Introduction,
Tim Prentice.

March 17 David Naylor
AMERICAN PICTURE PALACES: TIue

Architecktre of Fantaxy, Van Nostrand
Reinhold. Lecture Introduction, Dorothy
Twining Globus.

March 24 Kenneth Frampton
M O DERN ARCH ITECTURE : 1 8 4 5- 1 ele,
Global Architecture. Lecture Introduc-
tion, Robert Hughes.

March 31 Gerald Allen and
Richard Oliver
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING: T,he ATt
end tlw Process, Whitney Library of
Design. Lecture Introduction,
Ulrich Franzen.

April 7 Peter Wolf
LAND IN AMERICA: Its Vahte, Use, anl,
Cmtrol, Pantheon Books. Lecture Intro-
duction, Margot Wellington.

April 14 Jarnes Marston Fitch
H I ST O RI CAL PRE SE RVATI ON : Ctna-
tori,al Monagernznt of the Built World,
McGraw Hill. Lecture Introduction,
Kent Barwick.

April 21 Michael Graves
MICHAE L GRAW S : 19 6 6-19 80, Rizzoli.
Lecture Introduetion, Max Protetch.

April 28 Jonathan Barnett
AN INTRODUCTION TO URBAN
DESIGN, Harper & Row. Lecture Intro-
duction, Peter Eisenman.

URBAN CENTER BOOKS is a not-for-profit
bookstore', established by The Municipal
Art Society of New York in cooperation
with the J.M. Kaplan Fund. The store
specializes in Architecture, Desiga, Urban
Planning and Historie Preservation. It is
located in the north wing of the Villard
Houses.

457 Madison Avenue, at 51st Street
New York, NY 10022 212/935 3595

|ust Published,a HandsomeTribute to the
Work of Robert A. M. Stern

This is the first comprehensive monograph on Robert
Stern, recognized by many critics as the leading Post-
Modern architect in America. An unusually handsome
book, it discusses and illustrates more than 60 projects,
revealing Stern's delight in designing buildings that call
to mind the accumulated haditions of Western culture.
Among the projects are several homes on Long Island
that blend the "Shingle Style" of seaside architecture
with Modern interiors; the facade for the Venice Biennale,
reminiscent of a Greek Temple; and the Lang Residence
in Connecticut, which Stern describes as "a neo-Palladian
Regenry Art Deco farmhouse"! The book is a valuable
record of the achievement of the leading exponent of
stylistic freedom in architecture and an inspiration for

interior designers, architects, and everyone concerned
with our environment.

ROBERT A. M. STERN:
Buildings and Projects 1965-1980
Robert Stern
Edited by Peter Arnell and Ted Bickford
255 pages * 498 illustrations with 188 in color
Hardcover: M5 / Paperback $29.95

NE\vYORK
712Frtth Avenue, New York 10019

At all fine
bookstores,
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